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"The world is changing.
I can feel it in the water
I can feel it in the earth
I can smell it in the air
Much that once was is lost
For none now live who remember it.”
J R R Tolkien - Lord of the Rings

General Introduction

Chapter 1

LOSS OF BIODIVERSITY
DIAMOND (2005) stated in “Collapse” that destruction of ecosystems was one of
the major causes of collapses of most human civilizations that happened in history.
These collapses were preceded by human population growth. Human (population)
expansion itself also led to extinction of animal species throughout history
DIAMOND (1997). For example, with most new settlements of human on
uninhabited continents or island, the megafauna disappeared. Human expansion
and extinction of species is now happening on global scale. SMIL (2002) quantified
the result of human expansion in megaton of carbon. In 2000, biomass of 6 billion
people was roughly 40 megatons of carbon. Domestic animals had then a biomass
of roughly 100 megatons of carbon. The biomass of all wild vertebrates on land
was roughly only 5 megatons. Human activities are now responsible for over 95%
of biomass occupied by vertebrates on land. While in 1804 the world counted one
billion people, today (November 2008) the world counts over 6.7 billion people.
With such an increase within two centuries, further extinction of species is
expected. Indeed a massive extinction of life started during the last century with
about one species every 20 minutes (WILSON, 1992). At this rate, one fifth of all
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species will be extinct before 2031 (WILSON, 2002). Of four mammal species, two
decline in population size and one is threatened with extinction, with loss of
habitat as primary cause (SCHIPPER et al., 2008).
On the other hand the Convention on Biological Diversity in Rio de Janeiro in
1992 recognized for the first time in international law that the conservation of
biological diversity is "a common concern of humankind". The agreement covers
all ecosystems, species, and genetic resources. New agreements commit countries
to conserve biodiversity, develop resources for sustainability, and share the benefits
resulting from their use.
In conclusion, due to human activities, many wild animal (sub-)species
decreased in population size, became fragmented, are (critically) endangered.
Only deliberate actions can avoid further extinction. For some species, the only
option is ex situ conservation, either captive breeding and/or cryo-conservation. If
current rate of human populations growth continues (and there is no reason to
assume it will not), more species will rely on ex situ conservation for survival.
Within this scenario, two major concerns arise: (1) populations that are fragmented
or have a small population size will lose genetic diversity; and (2) captive breeding
is costly. Hence, managing genetic diversity within captive populations is a
necessity for (a) getting populations out of a bottleneck and (b) efficient breeding
strategies for conservation.
Though the number of domestic animals has increased tremendously, this does
not necessarily favor genetic diversity for domestic species. Despite their growth in
numbers, the last two centuries were also characterized by a decline of genetic
diversity within domestic species as well. Three factors are involved: (1)
introduction of breed-studbooks, which led to exclusion of domestic animals that
did not belong to ‘a breed’; (2) preferential breeding of few specific high
performance breeds; (3) preferential breeding with specific individuals, especially
males within breeds. At least one domestic animal breed has become extinct each
month over the past seven years, and around 20% of the breeds of the primary
domestic animal species (cattle, goats, pigs, horses and poultry) are at risk of
extinction (RISCHKOWSKY and PILLING, 2007).
Genetic diversity is critical for conservation of endangered populations. Genetic
diversity is correlated with adaptive capacity of populations. Reduction of genetic
diversity is eventually followed by higher levels of inbreeding, which can cause
inbreeding depression as well as high incidence of particular heritable recessive
diseases. Small populations are at risk of decreasing or even losing genetic diversity
due to unavoidable low number of available parents (candidates). However, also
larger populations might lose genetic diversity, caused by the low number of
candidates selected.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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GENETIC MANAGEMENT OF SMALL ANIMAL POPULATIONS
The previous paragraph explains the need for management of genetic diversity
within small animal populations for both wild and domestic species. This thesis
investigated methods to support conservation of genetic diversity within
populations. The research focused on minimizing kinship as a conservation
method; and the efficiency of minimizing kinship when observed kinship (what
breeders think they have) deviates from the true kinship. This chapter describes
the concept of kinship; conservation strategies that minimize kinship; the diversity
measures that are used throughout this thesis; and finally an outline of the thesis.
KINSHIP WITHIN
WITHIN POPULATIONS
Kinship (or coancestry) of two animals is the probability that two alleles sampled
randomly, one from each animal, are ‘identical by descent’ (IBD), indicating that
they descend from a common ancestor (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996).
Estimation or calculation of kinship needs data as starting point (LYNCH and
WALSH, 1997), either pedigrees or a set of molecular markers. Hence, data like
known pedigrees and/or molecular markers for each animal in the population
forms the basis for estimating kinship. The quality of the data will determine
accuracy of kinship.
Kinship is expressed relative to a so-called base population (FALCONER and
MACKAY, 1996). In the base population, all alleles are defined as being not-IBD,
so that kinship among individuals and inbreeding in the base population is zero by
definition. The choice of the base population is arbitrary. However, not all choices
are genetically meaningful and theoretically correct, particularly in structured
populations (see also Chapter 2 and 5).
Kinship and pedigrees: In the case of pedigree, the base population is
determined by its founders. Founders are defined as animals that are unrelated to
each other. They do not share alleles IBD by definition. All other animals of a
population descend from founder animals. Note that founders do not necessarily
have to live in the same period. All subsequent calculations of kinship trace
common ancestries only as far back as this founder stock. Except for mutations, no
closed population can have more genetic diversity than did the founders (LACY,
1995). Within this thesis, mutation is ignored, since populations with low number
of animals will have a very low chance to gain genetic diversity due to mutations.
The common way to calculate kinship from (complex) pedigree is the tabular
method (EMIK and TERRILL, 1949) which starts with the founders and calculates
kinship for every individual with every other individual down to the current
population.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Kinship and molecular markers: Besides pedigree, also molecular markers can
be used to estimate kinship by relatedness estimators (alias kinship estimators).
Several relatedness estimators have been proposed in literature, which are
compared in Chapter 5. As explained previously, kinship should be based on
alleles ‘identical by descent’ (IBD). When two individuals share similar alleles, they
might not be identical due to common ancestry, but due to chance. Those alleles
are biochemically ‘alike in state’ (AIS). Thus, to determine kinship, it is needed to
determine the probability of alleles being AIS. In the base population, animals by
definition do not share common ancestors. Alleles that are identical in the base
population are, therefore all due to AIS. Intuitively, it is logical that, for example,
a base population with 100 founders will not have 200 unique alleles on each
locus. Some alleles will be similar simply due to chance (AIS). Theoretically, those
alleles will be spread equally among animals of the base population (founders).
Relatedness estimators differ in the way they determine probability of alleles AIS
(and implicitly the base population). This is further explained in Chapter 5.
CONSERVATION STRATEGIES
Genetic diversity can be maximized by giving higher contributions to genetically
important animals (BALLOU and LACY, 1995). In this paragraph, we describe three
conservation strategies that aim to maximize genetic diversity.
Equalizing founder contributions: Equalizing founder contributions implicitly
attempts to equalize allele frequencies (and thus minimize kinship). Genetically
important animals are those animals that descend from unique founders. In
practice, however, equalizing founder contributions is often impossible due to
mixing of unique founder alleles with overrepresented alleles (BALLOU and LACY,
1995). Furthermore, equalizing founder contributions is an inefficient strategy,
because contributions from all ancestors should be managed, not only from
founders (WOOLLIAMS, 2007).
Mean Kinship: BALLOU and LACY (1995) proposed mean kinship as a
conservation strategy and concluded from model simulations that mean kinship
performed significantly better than random breeding and equalizing founder
contributions, for all pedigrees provided. Breeding with animals having low ‘mean
kinship’ is regarded as good practice within conservation genetics (BALLOU and
LACY, 1995; FRANKHAM et al., 2002) and is applied in many zoo populations.
Mean kinship of individual i (mki) is defined as the average of the kinship
coefficients between that individual and all other candidates (currently living and
fertile animals) including itself:
mki =

1




∑ƒ

ij

,

(1)

j =1

where N is the number of candidates in the population and ƒij is the kinship
between individual i an individual j. Individuals with low mean kinship represent
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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important animals. Note that mean kinship depends on the population. Hence,
mean kinship of a specific animal might change over time when a population
changes, for example mean kinship will increase each time an animal produces
progeny. The goal of using animals having low mean kinship, is to lower the
average mean kinship ( mk ) of the population. mk is calculated by the average of
mean kinships of all animals within the population under study (BALLOU and
LACY, 1995). Thus, mk can be calculated as follows:
mk =

1
2





∑∑ f

ij

,

(2)

i =1 j =1

Optimal Contribution Selection (OCS): OCS is a strategy that is able to
calculate contributions per candidates (fertile animals) so that the weighted
average mean kinship among candidates is minimized. Optimal contributions are
obtained in the following way. Average mean kinship among candidates is given
by MEUWISSEN (1997):
(3)
mk = c EC ' Fc EC
where F is a matrix of kinships between all candidates, including kinship of
candidates with themselves and cEC is a column vector of equal contributions for
each candidate to the next generation, so that the sum of elements of cEC equals
one. Note that Equation 2 and 3 would produce the same result. Average mean
kinship among candidates, and thus the mk level in future generations, can be
decreased or increased by varying the contributions of candidates (cc). Thus
average mean kinship can be minimized by finding an optimum contribution
vector cOC that minimizes c’Fc,
Fc which is given by MEUWISSEN (1997) and EDING
et al. (2002):
c OC =

F −1 1
,
1' F −1 1

(4)

where 1 is a column vector of one’s.
Theoretically, OCS could minimize average mean kinship by selection of only
few candidates. In practice, it has been observed that the introduction of a single
animal can lead to an increase of genetic variance (INGVARSSON, 2002), indicating
that a high contribution of specific animals can indeed increase genetic diversity.
Optimal contributions are sensitive. Small differences in pedigree might be the
difference between a significant and zero contribution assigned to a candidate. For
example, when both parents are still fertile, contribution of the offspring will be
zero. As soon as one parent is no longer available (dead or infertile), the
contribution of its offspring will increase.
In theory, OCS is the most efficient method to minimize kinship (SONESSON
and MEUWISSEN, 2001; PONG-WONG and WOOLLIAMS, 2007). Within animal
breeding OCS is a mature selection method that can consider both genetic gain
(improvement of performance of animals) as well as maintaining genetic diversity
(WOOLLIAMS, 2006).
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DIVERSITY MEASURES
Throughout this thesis, several diversity measures are frequently used to indicate
genetic variation within populations. Table 1 presents these measures together
with other measures that are frequently used in literature and the mathematical
interrelation among them. The most direct measure is simply taking an average
over a population, represented by second column: x, which represents the
probability-scale (between 0 and 1).
Average inbreeding ( F ) is the average of inbreeding coefficient of all individuals
within the current population. F is the probability that both alleles from a
random individual from the population are IBD (identical by descent). F indicates
the current risk of inbreeding depression within a population.
Average pairwise kinship ( f ) is the probability that two alleles randomly chosen
from two different random individuals within the population are IBD. This
parameter is often used within literature, however hardly within this thesis,
because it does not include kinships of individuals with itself, which is relevant
when a population is small.
Average mean kinship ( mk ) is the probability that two alleles randomly chosen
from the population are IBD. mk is calculated as described previously (Equation
2). Average mean kinship ( mk ) differs from average pairwise kinship ( f ) because
mk comprises kinship of individuals with itself. An interesting property of mk is
that when alleles in founders would be unique mk is equal to expected
homozygosity (Pe, see later), which is a basic parameter within biology.
mk , f and F can be calculated from a kinship matrix. Figure 1 shows the
kinship matrix for a fictive population having eight animals (candidates A to H)
that would contain kinship between each individual with itself and every other
individual. The part from the matrix from which each measure is calculated, is
black. Note that kinship of an individual with itself is equal to inbreeding + ½. mk
and f will roughly be equal when populations are large and they will both be
roughly equal to F when alleles are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Populations
in need of conservation, however, often have low number of selection candidates
and often deviate from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
Table 1: Interrelations between diversity measures of a population
Scale:

Inbreeding
Pairwise kinship
Average Mean kinship
Minimized mean kinship
Allelic diversity a

x

2x

1/2x

1-x

Ho

F
f

Nmk.

co’Aco c

1/(2∆x)

∆F

Ne

∆ƒ

r

mk

a

∆x b

He

a

NOC
NAD

Scale presents the mathematical relation between the different columns. See Table for Symbols. a) Mathematical
relation is only true when founder had unique alleles. b) ∆x = xt – x(t-1)/(1 – x(t-1)), where ‘t’ is current period and
‘(t-1)’ is the previous period. c) A-matrix (relatedness). Results from kinship would be the same, since: r = 2ƒ.
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The third column in Table 1 (2x) represents twice the scale of probabilities
(between 0 and 2). Relatedness (r) is simply twice kinship (r = 2ƒ). Relatedness is
often used instead of kinship within animal breeding, since relatedness between
two animals is the resemblance between their breeding values. Instead of a kinship
matrix, animal breeders traditionally use the additive relatedness matrix (A matrix)
as a basis for calculations.
The fourth column in Table 1 (1/2x) represents the scale of ‘founder genome
equivalents’ (FGE). Note that FGE was originally introduced as a measure by
LACY (1989) and not as a scale. The scale of FGE is often used throughout this
thesis. The main reason is that unlike measures like the average or rate of
inbreeding, FGE gives direct insight on the actual loss of variation in relation to
the original diversity of founders (CABALLERO and TORO, 2000). Further
explanation and other reasons for the scale are discussed in GENERAL DISCUSSION
(Chapter 6).
Genetic Diversity (Nmk) within this thesis is defined as the number of equally
contributing founders with no random loss of founder alleles in descendants that
would be expected to produce the same average mean kinship (and therefore
genetic variation) as in the population under study. Nmk is calculated by Nmk=1/2
mk and is similar to FGE as described by LACY (1989) or CABALLERO and TORO
(2000). Lower average mean kinship means higher genetic diversity and thus a
higher capacity to adapt as a population and to avoid inbreeding depression.
Potential Diversity (NOC , Table 1) is maximum genetic diversity, that can be
achieved within the population under study. NOC is calculated as:
 OC =

1
,
2 * c OC ' FcOC

(5)

where F is again the matrix of kinships between all individuals, including kinship
of individuals with themselves and cOC is given by Equation 4. NOC is the ‘potential
Nmk’ and measures the diversity that could be obtained in future generations. A
practical example could be the selection of animals for a gene bank to reconstruct
a future population. NOC will always be equal or higher than Nmk and equal or
lower than NAD. NOC is relevant within closed populations, since the population
can never get higher genetic diversity than NOC.
Founder genome equivalents scale is predominantly used throughout this thesis.
F , however is always presented in probabilities. Scaling f and F into FGE is less
meaningful, since these measures do not relate to the original number of founders
and can result in a division by 0 (or values close to 0).
Until now, measures were described that are predominantly calculated from
pedigree data. The following measures are calculated from (simulated) alleles or
their frequencies. The interrelation among previous and following measures as
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Figure 1: Calculation of average inbreeding and kinship
kinship from kinship matrix

Kinship matrix is based on a population of 8 individuals A until H.
Each square within the matrix contain kinship (ƒij) between individual i and j.

presented in Table 1, are only true when all founder alleles would be unique (AIS
and IBD is zero in the base population).
Allelic Diversity (NAD) is half the number of distinct alleles that are still present in
the population under study if all founder alleles would be unique. It is the number
of founders that would have the same number of unique alleles as the population
under study. The total number of distinct alleles in pedigreed populations can be
determined by a genedrop from founders (LACY, 1995). NAD is also on the scale of
FGE and can therefore be compared with Nmk and NOC.
Table 1, sixth column: 1-x gives measures that are basic parameters in classical
genetics. Expected Heterozygosity (He) is one minus Expected Homozygosity (Pe)
and is calculated by:
A

H e = 1 − Pe = 1 − ∑ pa2 ,

(6)

a =1

where A is the number of distinct alleles and pa is the frequency of allele a.
Observed Heterozygosity (Ho) is the observed proportion of heterozygous loci (per
individual or all individuals in a population). Expected homozygosity (Pe) serve as
starting point for some relatedness estimators (Chapter 5).
OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
Optimal contribution selection calculated from kinship is the most effective
conservation strategy if one authority has full control over a population and
quality of data on kinship between animals (pedigree or molecular markers) is
excellent. In practice, quality of data is almost never perfect and this thesis
investigates consequences of deviations of the ideal case. It will investigate the
influence of data that is not excellent on the possibilities to increase or maintain
genetic diversity with optimal contribution selection. Furthermore, this thesis
investigates the influence of deviations of the ‘observed’ (estimated) kinship from
the true kinship and how to correct for detected deviations.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Chapter 2 (CLUSTER

ANALYSIS OF KINSHIP REVEALS STRUCTURE OF THE

ICELANDIC SHEEPDOG) compares
kinship calculated up to seven generations with kinship calculated including all
generations. In the latter, the base generation consist of all true founders (animals
that are unrelated to each other; however not necessarily all in the same
generation). In the first, the base generation is implicitly defined by the seventh
generation. Chapter 2 uses the Icelandic Sheepdog breed as an example of a
closed pedigreed population. The chapter discusses the genetic history of the breed
and the possibilities of preservation of genetic diversity considering the multibreeder aspect of this population.
Pedigrees that serve as data to calculate kinship among animals do not always
reflect the actual genealogy. Two chapters deal with this problem. Chapter 3
(EFFECTS OF ERRORS IN PEDIGREES ON THE EFFICIENCY OF CONSERVATION
DECISIONS) investigates the influence of wrong as well as missing pedigree
information on possibilities to apply optimal contribution selection. This chapter
makes use of simulation to determine the actual genetic diversity saved by
applying optimal contributions based on pedigrees that contain errors. Chapter 4
(CORRECTION OF KINSHIP FOR UNKNOWN PARENTS IN CONSERVATION
PROGRAMS) investigates different ways to deal with missing pedigree information
(gaps in pedigrees), which is traditionally bypassed by assuming that animals
without recorded parents are also unrelated to founders. This chapter uses
pedigrees from zoo populations having non-founder animals without recorded
parents, as a template for simulations. Complete pedigrees were simulated from
the pedigree having gaps. Hereafter, different ways to correct for gaps were
applied on the original pedigree and compared with the ‘simulated’ complete
pedigree.
If pedigrees are insufficient in quality (or not present at all), genetic management
can still be applied using molecular markers as data to estimate kinship.
Chapter 5 (ESTIMATING RELATEDNESS BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS IN GENERAL
POPULATIONS WITH A FOCUS ON THEIR USE IN CONSERVATION PROGRAMS)
compares different relatedness (2 × kinship) estimators that make use of molecular
markers and investigates their ability to preserve genetic diversity. Chapter 5 also
makes use of simulations that produce both panmictic and structured populations
having both true pedigree and molecular marker data. Hence, kinship estimated
from molecular markers is compared with the true kinship calculated from
pedigree.
Chapter 6 (GENERAL DISCUSSION) discusses the implications of the chapters 2
until 5 on the maintenance of genetic diversity for endangered animal populations.
CLOSED PEDIGREED POPULATION OF THE
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Table 2: Symbols and Abbreviations

OC
OCS
MPI
WPI
WSI
ƒ

F
F
f

mk

Nmk
NOC
NAD
NDC
DS
FGE

Pe
He
Ho
∆F
Ne
r
IBD
AIS

optimal contributions
optimal contribution selection
missing parent information
wrong parent information
wrong sire information
kinship (or coancestry or consanguity)
inbreeding
average inbreeding
Average pairwise inbreeding
average mean kinship
genetic diversity (also NEC)
potential diversity
allelic diversity
diversity criterion at scale of FGE
fraction of diversity saved
founder genome equivalents
expected homozygosity
expected heterozygosity
observed heterozygosity
rate of inbreeding
effective population size
relatedness
identical by descent
alike in state
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ABSTRACT
Background
Cluster analysis of kinship can elucidate the population structure, since this
method divides the population in clusters of related individuals in a dendrogram.
Previous research shows that the incidences of dog-breed-specific diseases are
often bound to specific clusters. Kinship-based cluster analysis has been carried
out on the global Icelandic Sheepdog population, a sheep-herding breed.
Results
When cluster analysis based on kinships was calculated seven generations
backwards, as had been done in previous research, the population split up in 5
clusters, which is a much lower number than other dog populations. When
however, it is calculated back to the founder-population, the cluster-analysis results
differs markedly, invalidating recommendations based on previous research.
Furthermore, the results suggest that kinship-based clustering reveals the
distribution of genetic diversity, similar to strategies as mean kinship. Further
analyses showed that despite increasing population size, considerable genetic
diversity was lost.
Conclusion
Though the base population consisted of 36 founders, current diversity is equal
to only 2.2 equally contributing founders with no loss of founder alleles in
descendants. Maximum attainable diversity is 4.7, which is unlikely to be achieved
in a non-supervised breeding population like the Icelandic Sheepdog. Cluster
analysis of kinship coefficients can provide a powerful tool in assessing the
distribution of available genetic diversity for captive population management.
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INTRODUCTION
Closed populations with high levels of genetic drift suffer from reduction of
genetic diversity. Genetic diversity is essential to maintain the adaptive potential of
populations, and confers higher resistance to e.g. pathogens. Reduction of genetic
diversity is eventually followed by higher levels of inbreeding, which can cause
inbreeding depression as well as high incidences for particular heritable (often
recessive) diseases. Managing genetic diversity within populations is necessary for
avoidance of high incidences of deleterious alleles as well as preservation of
adaptive potential.
In managed populations, such as domestic animals, genetic diversity can be
maximized by selection according to optimal contributions, giving each
reproductive animal a specific contribution for next generations (SONESSON and
MEUWISSEN, 2001; PONG-WONG and WOOLLIAMS, 2007). For many populations
however, this optimal approach cannot be applied as a breeding strategy, because
there is not one single authority that can decide which animals to select for
breeding. These populations can still increase genetic diversity with sub-optimal
solutions, for which an overview of genetic diversity within these populations is
needed. Hence, individual breeders need insight in the population structure and in
how genetic diversity can be maintained.
UBBINK et al. (1998; 1999; 2000) used cluster analysis of kinship coefficients to
elucidate the relational structure of purebred dog populations, and to demonstrate
the correlation with a genetic disease present in those populations. Instead of
'looking at a large pile of pedigrees' or a table with mean kinship (BALLOU and
LACY, 1995), hierarchical cluster analysis permits the visualization of hitherto
unknown structure of pedigreed populations in separate highly related clusters
(‘family groups’) that have a certain level of kinship among each other.
A dog breed is an example of an ‘unsupervised’ closed population (WAYNE and
OSTRANDER, 2007). Mating is only allowed between registered dogs of the same
breed. Purebred dogs are subject to strong selection for meeting the breed
standards. Dog breed populations can go through a permanent reduction of
genetic diversity due to three factors. (1) only a small fraction of all pure-bred
males and females born actually reproduce (UBBINK et al., 1998); (2) there is an
unequal number of litters among reproductive males (NIELEN et al., 2001); and (3)
dog breeds are often fragmented (BJÖRNERFELDT et al., 2008). This permanent
reduction of genetic diversity (bottleneck) has resulted in a high incidence of
specific genetic diseases in different breeds, and in some breeds the majority of the
animals are affected or carrier (UBBINK et al., 1992). It has been well recognized
that genetic diseases are a major threat for purebred dog populations (OSTRANDER
and WAYNE, 2005).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 13 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Icelandic Sheepdogs are bred in several European countries by many individual
breeders. It is well known that the current population descends almost entirely
from only few founders that were selected from remote areas in Iceland between
1955 and 1965.
This research investigates the amount of genetic diversity lost and the
possibilities to maintain or increase genetic diversity within the Icelandic
Sheepdog as a typical closed dog population. Furthermore, the use of cluster
analysis is evaluated as a tool as well as its potential to identify genetic diversity.
METHODS
Data
We received pedigree data via Icelandic Sheepdog International Committee
(ISIC) of the population of Icelandic Sheepdogs in the following countries: the
Netherlands (725 records), Sweden (1367), Iceland (1654), Germany (153),
Norway (774), Denmark (2241) and Finland (113). Pedigree data contained unique
ID, father, mother, gender, date of birth, country of birth, and occasionally date of
death. Only Iceland had data since 1955. Other countries started breeding since
1975 or later. Most data were until 2002, but some were until 1998. Except for a
few dogs in France, these countries contained the entire global Icelandic Sheepdog
population. Pedigree data per country overlapped. The pedigree data were
assembled into a single database table, and animals that were recorded twice were
removed by information on country of birth. Animals without recorded parents
were classified as either a true founder: animal without relationship with other
founders, or an ‘animal with unknown parents’: an animal that descend from
founders or their progeny, but having unknown parentage. All original founders
were documented by the kennel clubs. No true founders descended from any of
the other founders. By connecting data from each country, all parents for each
related animal with unknown parents were found, leaving only true founders
without known parents. Until 1998 pedigrees were complete for all countries. A
general life expectancy progeny for females and males separately was estimated
from the interval between date of birth of parents and. If date of death was not
recorded, it was estimated by the life expectancy. All animals born in the years
1991 to 1998 were regarded as the ‘current-population’.
Population Diversity Measures
Unless stated differently, inbreeding and kinship coefficients were calculated
using the tabular method. Mean kinship was proposed by BALLOU and LACY
(1995) and is the mean of the kinship coefficients between that individual and all
reproductive individuals of the current population (candidates) including the
individual itself. The mean kinship (mki) for individual i is calculated by BALLOU
and LACY (1995):
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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mki =

1 
∑ fij ,
 j =1

(1)

where N is the number of candidates and ƒij is the kinship between individual i an
individual j. The mean kinship of an animal is a measure of the genetic
importance of that individual within a population; animals with low mean kinship
are more valuable for genetic diversity. Mean kinship depends on the population.
From this follows that mean kinship of an animal might change over time when a
population changes. Within conservation genetics, mean kinship is an important
tool to maintain genetic diversity (FRANKHAM et al., 2002).
The following population diversity measures were used:
Average inbreeding ( F ) is the average of inbreeding coefficient of all candidates.
F indicates the current risk of inbreeding depression in the current population.
Average mean kinship ( mk ) is the average of mean kinships of all candidates
within the population under study (BALLOU and LACY, 1995):
mk =

1




∑ mk

i

i =1

=

1
2





∑∑ f

ij

,

(2)

i =1 j =1

Average mean kinship differs from average pairwise kinship because mk
comprises kinship of animals with itself.
In this research genetic diversity (Nmk) is defined as the number of equally
contributing founders with no random loss of founder alleles in descendants that
would be expected to produce the same average mean kinship (and therefore
genetic variation) as in the population under study. Nmk is mk expressed on the
scale of founder genome equivalents (LACY, 1989; CABALLERO and TORO, 2000)
and is calculated by Nmk=1/2 mk . Lower average mean kinship signifies higher
genetic diversity and thus a higher capacity to adapt as a population.
In this research allelic diversity (NAD) is defined as half the number of distinct
alleles that is still present in the population under study if all founder alleles would
be unique. The number of unique founder alleles that survived each year was
determined by a genedrop (LACY, 1995), which was repeated 10.000 times. NAD is
also expressed in founder genome equivalents and can therefore be compared with
Nmk and NOC (see below). For example, if frequencies of all alleles were equal, NAD
would be equal to Nmk. NAD monitors the loss of genetic diversity due to extinction
of unique (founder-) alleles.
In this research potential diversity (NOC) is defined as the maximum genetic
diversity the population under study can achieve (expressed in founder genome
equivalents). NOC is the genetic diversity obtained when average mean kinship is
minimized using Optimal Contribution Selection. NOC is calculated as described
in GENERAL INTRODUCTION (Chapter 1):
 OC =

1
1
,
=
2mk min 2 * c OC ' FcOC

(3)

where F is a matrix of kinships between all individuals, including kinship of
individuals with themselves, and cOC is a column vector of proportional
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contributions of individuals to the next generation, so that the sum of elements of
cOC equals one and minimizes cOC’FcOC (MEUWISSEN, 1997). cOC is given by EDING
et al. (2002):
cOC =

F −1 1
,
1' F −1 1

(4)

where 1 is a column vector of ones. cOC contains contributions of parents to next
generations that would minimize mk in next generations. cOC calculated from
Equation 4, however, can contain negative contributions, which is impossible in
practice. When negative contributions were obtained, the most negative
contribution was set to zero and vector cOC was recalculated until all contributions
were non-negative. NOC is the highest possible Nmk and measures the diversity that
could be obtained in next generations. NOC will always be equal or higher than
Nmk and equal or lower than NAD. NOC is relevant within closed populations, since
the population can never get higher diversity than NOC. Therefore, it monitors the
unrestorable loss of genetic diversity.
Diversity and Population History
Each year a ‘current population’ was determined by animals that were
reproductive plus (young) animals that still could become reproductive in future
years. For each year, the following population-parameters were determined: the
current population size; the number of progeny born during that year; the number
of founder introductions; and the following diversity measures: F , mk , Nmk, NOC,
NAD (as described above).
ClusterCluster-analysis
Cluster-analysis was performed twice on the current population. (1) The first
analysis was based on kinship calculated using the tabular method starting with
the founders. Next, UPGMA clustered all animals (SNEATH and SOKAL, 1973).
Since the level of kinship to delimit family groups is arbitrary, the ‘cut-off level’ of
kinship was done in a way that ten clusters were obtained. The selection of ten
clusters was decided based on considerations of displaying. The clusters were
displayed in a dendrogram, which is referred to as the all-gen-tree. (2) The second
cluster-analysis was performed as described by UBBINK et al. (1998). Kinship
between all animals was calculated by the path method (WRIGHT, 1922) until
seven generations backwards (instead of tabular method that includes all
generations). Note that if the path method would include all generations, results
would be equal to the tabular method. Next, all animals were clustered using
UPGMA. Subsequently all clusters having an average mean kinship greater/equal
to 0.0625 were defined as the final clusters and displayed in a dendrogram. This
kinship value of 0.0625 that delimits clusters corresponds with kinship between
second degree cousins and was used by UBBINK et al. (1998). This dendrogram is
referred to as the 7-gen-tree.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data & Current population
Of the 4680 dogs in the data, 36 did not have any parents registered and were
recognized as founders by the breeding organizations. All other dogs in the
pedigree file descended from these 36 founders. Most founders were living and
registered in Iceland, except for four animals that lived in Germany.
The current population contained 2554 dogs and represented 512 unique parent
combinations. For dogs in the current population, the most ‘distant’ founders
appeared in their pedigree 10 to 20 generations back (9 to 19 ancestors between
the current animal and the founder).
All animals of the current population can only carry alleles from the 36
founders. In the Icelandic Sheepdog, just three of the 36 founders contributed
more than 80% of the alleles of the current population (results not shown). In other
words, the pedigree of every animal in the current population will for about 80% of
the times terminate at one of these three overrepresented founders.
Figure 1: History of populationpopulation-size
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Population Size is the number of animals that were (likely to become) reproductive.
# Animals born is the number of puppies that were born during that specific year.

Population history
Figure 1 shows the population size and the number of animals born. Population
size hardly grew until 1967, where after the population grew towards 250 animals.
Until 1980, most Icelandic Sheepdogs were on Iceland. A strong growth started
after 1980, which involved other countries as well. Figure 2 shows the number of
founders, together with genetic diversity (Nmk), potential diversity (NOC), and the
allelic diversity (NAD). In 1955, the first 20 founders were selected for breeding.
These animals were found in remote areas of Iceland.
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Figure 2: History of diversity in founder genome equivalents
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# Founders is the number of founders introduced during that specific year. After 1991 no new
founders were introduced. Nmk is average mean kinship in founder genome equivalents. NOC is
minimum possible kinship in founder genome equivalents. NAD is half the number of distinct alleles
if founders would have unique alleles (scale of founder genome equivalents).

There are eight points of interest in Figure 2. (1) When 20 founders were
selected this resulted in an equal, Nmk, NOC and NAD (all are 20). (2) Nmk decreased
ever since 1955, despite 10 founder introductions until 1973 and 6 more after
1979. Each newly introduced founder can potentially increase genetic diversity.
Evidently, founder introductions did not increase Nmk. (3) Each founder
introduction however, increases NOC and NAD by one. (4) From 1960 until 1964,
NOC and NAD decreased from 24 to less than 10. This remarkable drop was
because most of the 20 founders that were introduced in 1955 only produced one
offspring and then died during this period. (5) Nmk strongly decreased from 6.9 in
1967 to 3.2 in 1970. This is contemporaneous with the start of the first population
size growth. NOC and NAD did not decrease as much during that period.
Therefore, the decrease of Nmk is caused by unequal allele frequencies and not due
to extinction or mixing of unique with overrepresented alleles. The strong decrease
of Nmk was caused by disproportional contribution to the future generation by a
small number of individuals. (6) Unequal representation of founder animals in
offspring also caused the decrease of Nmk during the first years. (7) The distance
between NOC and NAD has grown ever since 1963 and was 5.2 in 1997, showing
that it became increasingly difficult to equalize allele frequencies. In other words,
5.2 founder genome equivalents were lost due to mixing of unique with
overrepresented alleles within individuals. This loss cannot be restored by Optimal
Contribution Selection. (8) The difference between Nmk and NOC shows that this
population has the potential to increase genetic diversity.
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Figure 3: History of inbreeding and kinship in probabilities
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Figure 3 shows mk , which is average mean kinship expressed in probabilities
instead of founder genome equivalents (Nmk), in order to compare mk with average
inbreeding ( F ). Inbreeding starts at 0 and is initially lower than kinship. Later it
increases at a higher rate than kinship, and the average inbreeding becomes higher
than the average mean kinship (in percentage), from 1980 until 1997. This
phenomenon can be attributed to geographic subdivision within the population.
Breeding is mainly done between dogs within one country, which are more related
to each other.
Cluster Analysis Methods Compared
Figure 4 shows the all-gen-tree, which is the dendrogram from the cluster
analysis of the current population based on kinship coefficients calculated by the
tabular method starting with the founders (all generations) having ten clusters: A to
J. Figure 5 shows the 7-gen-tree, which is the dendrogram from the cluster
analysis of the current population based on kinship coefficients calculated by the
path method back from the current population for 7 generations. The all-gen-tree
clusters (A to J) are inserted for each dog to each cluster in the 7-gen-tree. The
number of clusters (or the ‘cut-off level’ of kinship) is chosen arbitrarily, and
therefore the number of clusters is not meaningful in itself. Each cluster represents
a number of animals that are related to each other for at least this ‘cut-off-level’ or
higher. Branches indicate the kinship among the clusters. The 7-gen-tree differs
substantially from the all-gen-tree. The all-gen-tree consists of one large cluster A,
representing 2236 animals and few smaller clusters (together 318 animals). In the
7-gen-tree, however, this Cluster A is split at a much lower kinship-level of 0.055.
The smaller clusters of the all-gen-tree, redistribute and sometimes split themselves
in the 7-gen-tree.
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Figure 4: allall-gengen-tree
Result of clustering based on kinship coefficient calculated using the
tabular method (all generations included). The legend with codes per
cluster was added in order to compare this dendrogram to that in Figure
5. The length per cluster corresponds with the number of (reproductive)
individuals, except for cluster A, which is 10 times the size depicted,
representing 2236 animals. The line at the 0.0625 kinship level,
corresponds with the ‘cut-off
‘cut off level’ of the cluster an
analysis
alysis of Figure

Figure 5: 7-gengen-tree
Result of clustering based on kinship
coefficient calculated by the path method
for seven generations backwards. The
legend represents the clusters as
demonstrated in Figure 4. The length per
cluster corresponds with
with the number of
individuals, except for the first and the
third cluster from the left: the length of the
‘green’ A fraction corresponds with five
times the actual size.
Figures in color can be found at:
http://www.geneticdiversity.net/thesis/
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UBBINK et al. (1998) have shown that, in their population, the inclusion of five,
six or seven generations yielded virtually identical and reproducible results. Hence,
UBBINK et al. (1998) suggested that it was sufficient to calculate kinship 7
generations backwards. From the substantial difference between the 7-gen-tree
and the all-gen-tree in our study we conclude that this assumption does not hold
for the present population. The difference can be explained by common ancestors
that are undetected at five, six or seven generations. An example of undetected
ancestors is the strong influence of the three predominant founders. At least 80% of
alleles of the current population descended from these three founders. While these
founders dominate the pedigree many generations back, they remain undetected
at five, six or seven generations. Those three founders, possibly together with other
frequently used ancestors (descending from founders), cause the difference
between the 7-gen-tree and the all-gen-tree. The cluster analysis based on all
generations is therefore a better representation of actual kinship.
Table 1: Diversity measures within each cluster of allall-gengen-tree
Cluster:
#Animals

A
2236

B
40

C
7

D
215

E
18

F
10

G
2

H
2

I
17

J
7

All a
2554

Average F

0.27

0.15

0.19

0.21

0.12

0.11

0.11

0.02

0

0

0.26

Average mk

0.25

0.28

0.42

0.28

0.3

0.3

0.44

0.39

0.25

0.29

0.23

Nmk

2

1.8

1.2

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.1

1.3

2

1.8

2.2

NOC

2.4

2

1.2

2.2

1.7

1.7

1.1

1.3

2

1.8

4.7

NAD

5.6

3.2

1.5

3.5

2.6

2.2

1.3

1.5

2.4

2

9.4

87.5%

1.6%

0.3%

8.4%

0.7%

0.4%

0.1%

0.1%

0.7%

0.3%

100%

16%

7%

0%

9%

0%

12%

5%

16%

12%

23%

100%

Relative size
Contribution

b

Average F is average inbreeding (in probabilities). Average mk is average mean kinship within this cluster
(expressed in probabilities). Nmk is average mean kinship within this cluster (expressed in founder genome
equivalents). NOC is minimum possible kinship within this cluster (expressed in founder genome equivalents). NAD
half the number of distinct alleles if founders would have unique alleles within this cluster (expressed in founder
genome equivalents). (a) show values per diversity measure for the entire population. (b) Contribution is the sum of
contributions that specific animals within their cluster would receive after application of optimal contributions over
the entire population.

Diversity per cluster
Table 1 gives the diversity measures: F , mk , Nmk, NOC, NAD for each of the ten
clusters treating each cluster as a separate population. Note that mean kinship
depends on the population. In Table 1 mean kinship is calculated within each
cluster; thus mean kinship calculated per cluster differs from mean kinship
calculated for the entire population as depicted in Figure 7 (see below). Table 1
shows that while average inbreeding differs per cluster, the average mean kinship
is roughly the same for every cluster; Nmk is 2.0 or less. Only the small clusters, C,
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G and H, which contain just a few animals, have lower Nmk. This is because
kinship of an animal with itself has a higher effect on the total kinship in small
populations. No single cluster contains all potential diversity. Moreover, within
each cluster, the potential diversity NOC is hardly higher than Nmk, whereas for the
entire population NOC is more than double Nmk (4.7 vs. 2.2). This indicates that an
increase of genetic diversity of the entire population can be achieved by
optimization between clusters, not by breeding within clusters. Each cluster could
potentially contribute to genetic diversity.
Ideal conservation of the Icelandic Sheepdog
Though genetic diversity (Nmk) of the current population of the Icelandic
Sheepdog was only 2.2, the potential diversity (NOC) was 4.7. In other words, Nmk
could be increased from 2.2 to Nmk = 4.7. This number, however, can be achieved
within few generations only if specific animals are used in breeding according to
their specific optimal contribution (as in vector: cOC) as calculated for each of the
2554 animals. Table 1 shows per cluster of the all-gen-tree: a) the relative size of
each cluster toward the total population in percentage and b) the optimal
contributions per individual summed per cluster. Table 1 shows that animals
within small clusters F until J, would have to contribute for 5% up to 23% per
cluster, while their cluster sizes are smaller than 1% of the total population size.
The optimal contribution per animal ranged from zero to 8% (of a total of 100%).
In the ideal situation, 2410 animals of the 2554 would not contribute, while 50
animals would contribute for 80% toward future generations. This optimal
breeding scheme would require complete control over the population. Multibreeder (‘unsupervised’) populations like dog breeds will most likely not apply this
scheme based on optimal contributions, since many breeders would not be
allowed to breed at all.
Cluster analysis combined with country of birth
Figure 6 shows the all-gen-tree (as in Figure 4), with the country of birth added
for each dog to each cluster. It illustrates the geographic distribution of kinship
clusters of the current population. One large cluster (cluster A) contains almost
every dog of Scandinavia and contains 85% of the total population size. It contains
the entire Norwegian and Finnish population and almost every animal born in
Sweden or Denmark, and a large part of the population of Iceland. Clusters B and
C contain the rest of the Icelandic population, except for the distant cluster H that
consist of two full-sibs born in Iceland. Then the related clusters D, F and G
mainly contain the Dutch population. Most German Icelandic Sheepdogs can be
found most distant clusters I and J. German and Dutch populations are less
related to Scandinavian populations mainly due to five founders that were
introduced between 1970 and 1990 in Germany and were unrelated to other
founders. Those founders were not recognized by the Iceland kennel club as being
true Icelandic Sheepdogs however, and were seldom used outside Germany.
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The reason for one large Scandinavian cluster is not solely the founder-effect.
Many imports from Iceland have been carried out with the intention of obtaining
more diversity (“new blood”) within each country. However, since importing a dog
is a large investment, breeders always selected the ‘best dogs’ from Iceland.
Without knowing, Scandinavian mainland-countries imported highly related dogs
time and again. On standard pedigree forms given out by studbooks, this close
relationship did not show, because these forms contain only three or at the most
five generations. Unawareness about true kinship among animals resulted in one
large highly related cluster. Undetected relatedness is also the cause for significant
difference between cluster-analysis based on seven or on all generations (Figure 1
and 2). For several generations, related animals look unrelated because pedigrees
only show three to five generations back. Founder and other ancestors from
previous generations might contribute significantly to kinship, however, are not
detected at this level.
Figure 6: Dendrogram
based on all generations
showing country of birth
Result of clustering based
on kinship coefficient
calculated by the tabular
method (all generations
included) of all
reproductive Icelandic
Sheepdogs. Mean
kinship per animals was
implemented. Greyscales indicate the mean
kinship for each animal;
higher mean kinships
show darker and
therefore less important
genetically.
Figure in color can be
found at:
www.geneticdiversity.net
/thesis/
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Mean kinship and cluster analysis
Mean kinship per animal was calculated for the current population. Figure 7
shows the all-gen-tree
all
tree dendrogram (as in Figure 4 and 6) with mean kinships
kinship per
animal displayed in each cluster. Note that mean kinships
kinship differ from those in
Table 1 where mean kinship was calculated within each cluster. The large A
cluster contained all animals
animals having high mean kinship. The more distant animals
were from the large A cluster, the lower their mean kinship. Therefore, lowest
mean kinship was found in the most distant clusters. This means that a
conservation strategy based on selecting animals from distant clusters would give
similar results as selecting animals with low mean kinship. While selection by
optimal contributions is not possible within a multi-breeder
multi breeder population, cluster
analysis could help in increasing genetic diversity. Cluster analys
analysis
is can provide
insight in the population structure for individual breeders, which helps to persuade
them to select dogs from distant clusters.
Figure 7: Dendrogram based on all generations showing mean kinship
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In populations of other breeds studied by UBBINK et al. (1998; 1999), specific
genetic diseases could be linked with some specific clusters. Breeders were advised
not to use any dogs from a cluster showing the disease. Table 1 and Figure 7
shows that populations might lose more diversity than breeders might think when
such a decision is based on a cluster analysis based on only 7 generations. This
endorses the importance of including all generations in kinship calculation.
Genetic diversity compared with other populations
LACY (1989) recommended to maintain Nmk = 20 to assure adequate genetic
variability. Nmk of the Icelandic Sheepdog was only 2.2. LEROY et al. (2006) found
higher number (Nmk = 5.2 to 25) for nine French dog breeds. However, these
results are difficult to compare since they did not correct for ‘related animals with
unknown parents’, since those were treated as founders. Overall, it is surprising
that the Icelandic Sheepdog at the time of study did not show genetic diseases
considering its level of inbreeding. Fortunately, the population size is still
increasing, which usually lowers genetic drift.
CONCLUSIONS
The overall picture of the Icelandic Sheepdog breed is as follows. The Icelandic
Sheepdog breed was build with founders, located on remote areas on Iceland
during 1955 to 1970. Most diversity was already lost during the first years of
development of the breed. Figure 2 shows that about 16 of the original 26 founder
genomes were lost by 1966. Preferential breeding of few (and often related)
animals, led to further reduction of genetic diversity. Potential diversity that was
mainly present on Iceland has not been deployed and has been diminished even
on Iceland itself. In 1998, only NOC = 4.7 was left. Genetic diversity was less than
half of that and equaled Nmk = 2.2, or in other words: the current population had
the same genetic diversity as 2.2 equally contributing founders with no random
loss of founder alleles in descendants. An increase of genetic diversity to Nmk = 4.7
is not possible within few generations in a multi-breeder population like the
Icelandic Sheepdog.
Breeding with animals having low mean kinship is an important conservation
method (FRANKHAM et al., 2002). Cluster analysis is consonant with mean kinship:
distant clusters contain animals with low mean kinship and potential diversity
within clusters is hardly higher than genetic diversity (Table 1), while within the
current population as a whole, potential diversity was almost twice the current
diversity. Cluster analysis of kinship coefficient based on all generations reveals the
population structure and provides better insight in where to find genetic diversity.
The all-gen-tree of Figure 6 shows that the genetically important animals can be
found mainly in Iceland, Holland and Germany. Cluster analysis is therefore
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suitable especially for communicating about genetic diversity in small closed
pedigreed multi-breeder populations.
Though conservation of genetic diversity by means of optimal contribution
selection is unlikely to happen within a multi-breeder population, preservation of
potential diversity may be the second best option, when few animals are involved.
In the Icelandic Sheepdog, optimal contributions show that 50 animals are most
important for genetic diversity, and it might be possible to convince some breeders
to use those animals, or use cryo-conservation of semen and oocytes.
This research underlines that dog breeds suffer genetic drift continuously.
Breeding of dogs is often only allowed when dogs meet specific criteria. These
selection criteria, like show-qualifications and health status report, often strongly
limit the number of animals used in breeding. Moreover, specific animals are
genetically important (see also Table 1), however in practice, these animals are
often not used since they do not meet the previously mentioned selection criteria.
Therefore, selection criteria might unintentionally accelerate loss of genetic and/or
potential diversity, which is unhealthy for populations as a whole.
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ABSTRACT
Conservation schemes often aim at increasing genetic diversity by minimizing
kinship, and the best method to achieve this goal, when pedigree data is available,
is to apply optimal contributions. Optimal contributions calculate contributions
per animal so that the weighted average mean kinship among candidate parents is
minimized. This approach assumes that pedigree data is correct and complete.
However, in practice, pedigrees often contain errors: parents are recorded
incorrectly or even missing. We used simulations to investigate the effect of these
two types of errors on minimizing kinship. Our findings show that a low
percentage of wrong parent information reduces the effect of optimal
contributions. When the percentage of wrong parent information is above 15%,
the population structure and type of errors, should be taken into account before
applying optimal contributions. Optimal contributions based on pedigrees with
missing parent information hampered conservation of genetic diversity; however,
missing parent information can be corrected. It is crucial to know which animals
are founders. We strongly recommend that pedigree registration include whether
missing parents are either true founders or non-founders.
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INTRODUCTION
Genetic diversity within populations is necessary for adaptive capacity and
avoidance of inbreeding depression on the long term. A critical fact is that small
populations are at risk of losing their adaptive capacity because genetic drift
constantly lowers genetic diversity. An important strategy in conservation genetics
is the preservation of genetic diversity by minimizing the average mean kinship via
the preferential breeding of genetically important, or distantly related, animals
(BALLOU and LACY, 1995; FRANKHAM et al., 2002). In theory, the most efficient
method to minimize kinship is to use optimal contribution selection (OCS)
(SONESSON and MEUWISSEN, 2001; PONG-WONG and WOOLLIAMS, 2007), a
strategy that calculates contributions so that the weighted average mean kinship
among potential parents (candidates) is minimized. This strategy associates higher
contributions to genetically important animals, while animals with overrepresented ancestors receive lower or zero contributions.
OCS has been implemented using either complete and correct information on
pedigrees (SONESSON and MEUWISSEN, 2001) or a sufficient number of molecular
markers per candidate (Chapter 5). However, in other cases, pedigree
information has been erroneous, either because of missing parent information,
resulting in gaps in the pedigree, or because of wrong parent information resulting
in misidentified parents. In zoo populations, missing parent information is more
often the rule than the exception (EARNHARDT et al., 2004), and even for many
commercial domestic populations, it is well known that the recorded pedigree does
not generally fully represent the true pedigree.
Wrong parentage (misidentified parents) is often not detectable without
molecular markers and can be due to (1) undetected mating (such as mating by
multiple males in litters), (2) misidentification of the parent, (3) interchange of
young animals, (4) data entry typos, etc. Table 1 shows an overview of the
occurrence of wrong parent information in the literature as revealed by
genotyping data in livestock populations. Most authors report error rates of
approximately 10%. These rates are estimates and the real percentage of
undetected wrong parent information might be lower or higher. For example,
BOVENHUIS and van ARENDONK (1991) have reported an estimation of the rate of
wrong parent information based on milk samples around 9 to 12%. These figures
do not include only true pedigree errors, but could also result from animal
sampling errors and from mixing up samples during analyses. For example, RON
et al. (2003) and WELLER et al. (2004), in studies on the same herd found different
values for wrong parent information because of differences in methodology.
Little is known on the effects of erroneous pedigree information on the efficiency
of conservation decisions. In this article, we analyze the effect of missing parent or
wrong sire information on the amount of diversity conserved when OCS is applied
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as a conservation strategy using a Monte Carlo simulation. We have investigated
the amount of diversity saved by comparing three different situations: (1) OCS
based on observed pedigree (including wrong and/or missing pedigrees), (2) OCS
based on true pedigrees, and (3) breeding with equal contributions, a method that
requires no (pedigree) information.
Table 1: Overview of percentage of wrong parent information
Population
estimates # animals
Reference
German dairy cattle
7%
805
SANDERS et al. (2006)
Israeli Holstein cows
12%
6040
WELLER et al. (2004)
Israeli Holstein cows (same pop.)
6%
249
RON et al. (2003)
Sheep, USA
(mismothering)
10%
79
LAUGHLIN et al. (2003)
Lipizzaner Hors (mismothering)
11%
212
KAVAR et al. (2002)
UK dairy cattle (misfathering)
10%
568
VISSCHER et al. (2002)
New Zealand dairy cattle
12-15%
several studies in SPELMAN (2002)
Sheep, New Zealand (misfathering) 1-15%
776
CRAWFORD et al. (1993)
Dutch dairy cows (misfathering)
9-12%
10731
BOVENHUIS and Van ARENDONK (1991)
Sheep, USA
(misfathering)
9%
120
WANG and FOOTE (1990)
Literature on percentage of animals with wrong parentage; percentages represent sires, dams or both

METHODS
A simulation was conducted to produce 200 replicates of diploid populations
with both true and observed pedigree information. True pedigrees were converted
to erroneous pedigrees using two methods: (1) changing sire records, resulting in
wrong sire information (WSI) and (2) setting parent records to missing, resulting in
missing parent information (MPI). To understand the impact of population
parameters, a panmictic standard population and deviations were simulated. For
each replicate, the true kinship based on true pedigree and the observed kinship
based on observed pedigree with WSI and/or MPI were calculated in the 10th
generation. Subsequently, effects of pedigree errors in the 10th generation were
assessed using statistical criteria for true and observed kinship, and by comparing
saved diversity based on true versus observed kinship. Instead of evaluating the
effects for only one generation, an additional breeding scheme evaluated effects
over multiple generations. In all schemes, the population sizes and sex ratios
varied.
Standard population
A panmictic (random mating) population was used as the basic model.
Populations were bred for 10 discrete generations from a base generation of
(unrelated) founders. For each generation, 10 males and 50 females were
randomly selected as parents of the next generation. Females produced an average
litter of 2.5, which was a Poisson-distributed litter size. Males had a Poisson----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 30 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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distributed number of mates (on average 5) and the average number of progeny
was 12.5. For each generation, offspring were produced using random mating and
both the true and observed pedigrees were recorded. Parameters derived from
observed pedigree information are indicated with ‘~
~’ in this paper. True kinship
(ƒ) between individuals was calculated from the true pedigree, and observed
kinship ( ~f ) was calculated from the observed pedigree using the tabular method
(EMIK and TERRILL, 1949). The 10th generation had a fixed number of 100
individuals (candidate parents).
Erroneous pedigrees

Wrong sire information (WSI): For each generation, observed pedigrees were
created from true pedigrees by substituting 0% to 25% of the true fathers by
another father taken at random from the same generation as the true father.
Missing parent information (MPI): For each generation, observed pedigrees
were created from true pedigrees, by setting, sires, or both parents to missing for
0% to 100% random individuals.
WSI and MPI combined: The combined effect of WSI and MPI was
investigated by applying 0% to 100% MPI on the standard population with 10%
WSI.
Correction for missing pedigree information
Kinship can be corrected for MPI. VANRADEN (1992) stated that unknown
parents should be related to all other parents by twice the mean inbreeding level of
the period. Instead of mean inbreeding level, the average mean kinship among
parents was used.
Analysis
For each replicate, both true and observed kinships were calculated between all
pairs of individuals from the 10th generation using the tabular method (EMIK and
TERRILL, 1949). The effect of WSI and/or MPI was investigated by comparing
true and observed kinships using two types of criteria: (1) statistical criteria and (2)
a diversity criterion.
Statistical criteria: Three statistical criteria were used for the analysis: (1) the
correlation between true and observed kinships (ρ), which measures the proportion
of the variance in true kinship explained by observed kinship; (2) the regression
coefficient of observed kinship on true kinship (β1), which is a measure for bias in
the observed differences in kinship among pairs of individuals; and (3) the
regression coefficient of true kinship on observed kinship (β2), which indicates
whether observed kinship is an “unbiased” prediction of true kinship. In practice,
the latter is important since conservation decisions are based on observed kinship
and not on true values (see also Chapter 5). Kinship of individuals with
themselves was excluded from all three statistical criteria.
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Diversity measures: Though statistical criteria are informative, they do not
directly reveal the amount of conserved genetic diversity when using observed
pedigrees in practice. In addition, we applied a diversity criterion, DS, which
evaluates the Diversity Saved when optimal contributions are based on observed
pedigrees. DS was calculated from three underlying diversity measures, which are
expressed on the scale of founder genome equivalents (FGE) (CABALLERO and
TORO, 2000). FGEs are the number of equally contributing founders with no
random loss of founder alleles in descendants that would be expected to produce
the same genetic diversity (or kinship) as the population under study (LACY, 1989;
CABALLERO and TORO, 2000). This scale is a natural number and easier to
interpret than probabilities or percentages (HOFFRAGE et al., 2000). The three
underlying diversity measures were (1) NEC, genetic diversity conserved when
equal contributions were applied; (2) NOC , genetic diversity conserved when OCS
were applied based on true kinship; and (3) ~OC , the genetic diversity conserved
when OCS were applied based on observed kinship (hence the ‘~
~’).
~
The three diversity measures NEC, NOC , and  OC were based on a weighted
average mean kinship among candidate parents (MEUWISSEN, 1997). The diversity
measures (dm) were calculated using the following Equation:
 dm =

1
,
2*c' Fc

(1)

where F is a matrix of true kinships among all individuals, including kinship of
individuals with themselves, and c is a column vector of proportional contributions
of candidate parents to future generation (which were always 100 animals in the
10th generation), so that sum of elements of c equals one (EMIK and TERRILL,
1949). By varying the contributions of individuals (cc), average mean kinship
among candidates, and thus the average mean kinship in the future generations,
can be increased or decreased.
NEC was calculated by substituting c in Equation 1 with cEC, which is a vector of
equal contributions per candidate parent, so that the sum of elements of cEC equals
one. NEC is simply the average mean kinship of the current population, expressed
on the scale of FGE.
NOC was calculated by substituting c in Equation 1 with cOC, which is an
optimum contribution vector that minimizes c’Fc,
c’Fc and therefore maximizes
diversity. cOC is given by:
c OC

F −1 1
,
=
1' F − 1 1

(2)

where 1 is a column vector of ones. When negative contributions were obtained,
the most negative contribution was set to zero and vector cOC was recalculated
until all contributions were non-negative. This method does not necessarily find
the true optimal solution. True optimum was always found, however, when
contributions were not fixed a priori (PONG-WONG and WOOLLIAMS, 2007). NOC
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measures the diversity that could be obtained in future generations (assuming
overlap) and a practical example is the selection of animals for a gene bank to
reconstruct a future population.
~
 OC was calculated by substituting c in Equation 1 with the observed optimum
contribution vector ( ~cOC ). ~cOC was calculated by substituting F in Equation 2 by the
~
matrix of observed kinship ( F ). ~OC measures the obtained diversity when OCS is
applied on observed pedigrees.
The diversity criterion represents the fraction Diversity Saved (DS) by applying
optimal contributions based on observed pedigree; this was calculated as follows:
~
 OC −  EC
.
DS =
 OC −  EC

(3)

DS evaluates the Diversity Saved when optimal contributions were based on
observed pedigrees; ~ OC −  EC , as a fraction of the full amount of diversity that
could have been saved with optimal contributions based on true pedigree data;
 OC −  EC . Equal contributions were used as a base of comparison, as this would
be the logical selection method if no information on kinship is available.
Note that in practice not all the individuals can be parent, even when desired,
which causes genetic drift. This could cause a setback in the genetic diversity
gained for both equal contribution- as well as optimal contribution-schemes.
The ‘observed NOC’ ( ~~OC ) was calculated by substituting c and F in Equation 1
with ~cOC and F~ . Breeders only have observed pedigrees. Therefore, the true
~
genetic diversity obtained due to optimal contributions ( ~OC ) is not known to
breeders. Hence, ~~OC is the genetic diversity that breeders predict to obtain, based
on the observed pedigrees.
Optimal contribution selection scheme for multiple generations
To analyze the effect of WSI and MPI on genetic diversity over multiple
generations, OCS was applied as a breeding scheme. The first five generations
were randomly bred like the standard population. The following five generations
were bred using OCS based on observed pedigrees. Each sex contributed half the
genes to the next generation. OCS were calculated including this constraint using
SONESSON and MEUWISSEN (2001):
~
~
~
(4)
cOC = {( Q F −1 )[( Q F −1 )Q' ] −1 }1 ,
where ~cOC is a vector of proportional contributions of (n) selection candidates to
the next generation, so that contributions of males within ~cOC equals ½ and
contributions of females within ~cOC equals ½, F~ is a matrix of kinship based on
observed pedigrees, 1 is a column vector of ones, and Q is a (2 × n) design matrix
indicating sex of the selection candidates. When negative contributions were
obtained, the most negative contribution was set to zero and ~cOC was recalculated
until all contributions were non-negative. Next, these continuous contributions per
candidate were converted into a desired number of offspring per candidate. Each
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generation, mating began with a randomly assigned male and female that
produced progeny, until one reached its desired number of offspring. Then,
another random male or female candidate was assigned to the remaining male or
female in order to produce progeny until one reached its desired number of
offspring. This was repeated until all selected candidates reached their desired
number of offspring, and the last generation resulted in 100 individuals. ~OC , NOC
and NEC were obtained by five generations of selection using Equation 4: with ~OC
selection was based on pedigrees containing errors; with NOC selection was based
on true pedigrees; and with NEC selection was based on MPI of 100% (a scenario
that comes close to equal contributions). Hence, DS was calculated by equation 3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION
Wrong sire information (WSI)
Figure 1 shows diversity expressed in founder genome equivalents (FGE) of the
standard population with increasing percentages of WSI in three ways: average
kinship (NEC), optimal kinship (NOC) and ~OC , which is the true kinship from
applying OCS on observed (possible erroneous) pedigrees. In the standard
population, the average NEC was 2.68 and average NOC was 2.81, which shows
that genetic diversity can be increased by applying OCS. The fluctuation of NEC,
NOC and ~OC among scenarios was due to random variation among replicates,
and was equal for all three measures. As expected, ~OC equaled NOC when the
percentage of WSI was zero. With increasing percentage of WSI from 0% to 25%,
~
 OC decreased approximately linearly.
Figure 2 shows the statistical criteria and DS for the same schemes as in Figure
1. Figure 2 shows that when the percentage of WSI increase, DS, correlation and
regression (β1 and β2) decrease approximately linearly. However, DS decreases
~
faster than correlation. As shown in Figure 1, DS follows the trend line of ~OC and
decreases approximately by 0.029 with each 1% increase of WSI. Extrapolation of
results for DS in the standard population indicates that, on average, DS would be
zero at a WSI of approximately 35%. In other words, from 0 to 35% WSI, when
OCS is applied, diversity is on average still higher than would be the case if equal
contributions were applied (NEC).
Simulations with larger population sizes or differences in sex ratio showed the
same trend for β1, β2, ρ and DS as the standard population (results not shown).
The slope of DS was less than when sex ratio was higher. For example, with a 1:1
sex ratio, DS decreases by about 0.022 with each 1% increase of WSI, and DS
would be zero at approximately 45% WSI.
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Founder genome equivalents

Figure 1: Diversity in a panmictic population with wrong sire information
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Results are averages of 200 replicates of the standard population. Standard errors of results were 0.02. Trend lines
are added for each legend entry. NEC is Founder genome equivalent of the average kinship (achieved by applying
equal contributions). NOC is Founder genome equivalent of the average kinship achieved by applying optimal
~
contributions based on true pedigrees.  OC is Diversity Criterion, the founder genome equivalent of the average
kinship achieved by applying optimal contributions based on observed pedigrees.

Figure 2: Criteria in a panmictic population with Wrong Sire Information
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Results are averages of 200 replicates of the standard population. Standard errors of results were 0.01 or less, except
for DS with % wrong sire information (WSI) that were higher than 15%; standard errors were 0.02. DS is the
proportion of kinship saved by applying optimal contributions based on observed pedigrees instead of true
pedigrees. ρ is correlation between observed kinship and true kinship. β1 is regression coefficient of observed
kinship on true kinship. β2 is regression coefficient of true kinship on observed kinship.
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Figure 3: Diversity saved for 200
replicates of a standard population
having 5%, 10% and 20% of WSI
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A real population represents a single replicate, not the average over replicates.
Therefore, variance among replicates was illustrated. Figure 3 gives the DS for all
200 replicates of the standard population with 5%, 10% or 20% of WSI, arranged
in order of their value. The 20 replicates with the poorest results have far lower
values than average, and this phenomenon was observed in all simulated scenarios
with WSI. Therefore, with an OCS over 10%, populations run the risk of losing
much of their diversity
Our results indicate a moderately negative influence of wrong parent
information on genetic variation saved by means of OCS in panmictic (randommating) populations. Our findings suggest that in a panmictic population with
approximately 10 to 20% WSI, which is common in practice (Table 1), OCS
would, on average, save more genetic diversity than equal contributions. In some
cases, however, selection of parents by OCS might decrease diversity more than
the application of equal contributions. Nevertheless, equal contributions do not
have that risk. Note that in real populations, dam information may also be wrong.
Figure 4: Criteria in a panmictic population with missing parents
Results are averages of 200
replicates of the standard
population. Standard errors of
results were 0.01 or less, except
for DS where values up to 40%
had standard errors up to 0.13.
DS is fraction of diversity saved
by applying optimal contributions
based on observed pedigrees
instead of true pedigrees. ρ is the
correlation between observed
kinship and true kinship. β1 is the
regression coefficient of observed
kinship on true kinship. β2 is the
regression coefficient of true
kinship on observed kinship.
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Missing parent information (MPI)
Figure 4 gives β1, β2, ρ and DS of standard populations with different
percentages of MPI. Though both parent records were set to missing, results for
‘removal’ of only one parent would show a similar pattern, since this single missing
parent would miss both parents in the previous generation. True NEC and NOC
exhibit the same values as in Figure 1 and are not shown. While β1 decreases
almost linearly with an increasing percentage of missing parents, β2 immediately
and strongly decreases towards 0.5 and then steadily returns to 0.7. This nonlinear pattern of DS is even clearer. Even with very little MPI, DS exhibits a
strong decrease and drops below zero, which is the value of diversity that would
have been maintained if equal contributions were applied. From 3% onwards, DS
gradually increases back to zero. At 100% NEC equals ~ OC and consequently DS is
zero (equation 6). Finally, Figure 4 shows that correlation (ρ) is between β1 and
β2, due to the relationship among ρ, β1 and β2. Note that although 1% missing
parents already strongly affects diversity, the statistical criteria ρ, β1 and β2 do not
elucidate this clear non-linear decrease of diversity. Thus, statistical criteria do not
reveal the significance of the difference between true and observed kinships. A
similar trend for ρ, β1, β2 and DS is observed in simulations with larger
population sizes and differences in sex ratio (results not shown). In conclusion,
simulations reveal a strong and non-linear effect on diversity due to missing parent
information (MPI). The negative effect of MPI is best illustrated by DS. Even
when as little as 0.5% of related animals without registered parents are treated as
unrelated founders, OCS decreases diversity due to high contributions given to
these animals or their offspring.
To illustrate the overestimation of diversity due to MPI, Figure 5 shows the
average FGE of true kinship (  ec ), observed kinship ( ~ ec ) and observed optimal
~
kinship ( ~OC ) for the standard population with increasing MPI. When MPI is
undetected, related animals with missing parents are regarded as unrelated
founders. Founders are defined as animals without parents that are unrelated to
other founder animals. Therefore, MPI leads to overestimation of diversity. Figure
~
5 shows that ~ ec and ~OC increase with increasing MPI, while true diversity  ec is
much lower.
Figure 5 - Observed
average and optimal
kinship with different
percentages of missing
parents
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Overestimation of diversity is also shown by β2 (Figure 4). To avoid
overestimation of the conserved genetic diversity, it is important that observed
kinship is an “unbiased” predictor of true kinship, which requires that β2 equals
one. In the case of WSI, β2 gradually decreases. The strong decrease of β2 in the
case of MPI indicates that the amount of conserved genetic diversity will be
overestimated when selecting the least related individuals based on observed
kinship. Although β2 indicates overestimation (Figure 4), it does not predict the
~
strong overestimation of ~OC in Figure 5.
A similar trend for DS was observed in simulations where only sires were
missing, though DS behaved slightly different. Logically correlation for missing
sire information decreased less rapidly than with both parents missing (results not
shown).
Figure 6: Fraction diversity saved after five generations of breeding by OCS based on
pedigrees having
having different percentages of missing parents
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DS (fraction diversity saved due to application of Optimal Contribution Selection, OCS) are averages of 200
replicates obtained after five generations of random breeding followed by five generations of OCS based on noncorrected or VanRaden-corrected kinship, calculated from pedigrees with different percentages of wrong sire
information. Standard errors of results were 0.1 or lower.

OCS breeding scheme for multiple generations
Fraction diversity saved (DS) after five generations of breeding by OCS based on
observed pedigrees gradually decreased with increasing percentages of wrong sires
(WSI). With WSI of 0%, DS is 1 by definition; with 10%, DS was 0.73; and with
25%, DS was 0.43. DS decreased roughly by 0.022 with each 1% increase of WSI.
Extrapolation showed that DS would be zero at around 46% WSI.
Figure 6 shows DS for populations that were bred for five generations as the
standard population followed by five generations OCS based on kinship calculated
from pedigrees with different percentages of MPI. Once kinship was non----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 38 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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corrected as in Figure 4, and once kinship was corrected for missing pedigree
information by VANRADEN (1992). For non-corrected OCS, DS decreases strongly
at levels as low as 0.5% MPI, and then drops below zero. From 5% missing parents
onwards, DS increases again towards zero. For VanRaden-corrected OCS, DS
starts at 1 and gradually drops to zero until 50% MPI. From 50% MPI and
upward, on average no apparent difference is observed between equal
contributions and OCS based on non- or VanRaden corrected kinship. Figure 6
shows again that OCS based non-corrected kinship calculated from pedigrees with
MSI can only decrease diversity. Comparing Figure 6 with results with Figure 2,
which shows results for a single generation, the decrease is not as strong as
expected if all five generations were affected by MPI as strongly as a single
generation. The reason for this is that the error did not accumulate each
generation after it is ‘incorporated’ by OCS. Therefore relative loss due to
pedigree errors mainly occurred in the first generation that started OCS.
This research investigated a panmictic population, assuming control over a
population. In practice, species or populations differ in population structure due to
aspects like unequal sex ratio and/or limited number of progeny per female, etc.
Conservationists have to consider these constraints. With unequal sex-ratio for
example, equal contributions cannot be applied and instead optimal management
of mate selection across multiple generations yield lowest rates of increase of
kinship (FERNANDEZ et al., 2003; SÁNCHEZ et al., 2003).
CONCLUSIONS
The results imply that using only pedigree information in conservation warrants
caution. On average, the genetic diversity saved by optimal contributions is less
with low percentages of WSI. If WSI is over 35%, on average, optimal
contributions preserve less genetic diversity than equal contributions. The impact
of WSI on genetic diversity for a single population, however, might deviate from
this average (Figure 3). In addition, when pedigrees are known to contain more
than approximately 15% wrong parent information (misidentified fathers plus
mothers) in a panmictic population, conservationist should consider alternative
breeding methods, because expected gain is relatively low compared to
alternatives like optimal management of mate selection across multiple
generations. Populations in need of conservation, however, often deviate from a
panmictic population. Furthermore, the type of error expected should also be
taken into consideration. This research investigated the worst type of WSI. In
practice, misidentified sires are sometimes related to the true sire, for example with
natural mating within herds. We also found that DS decreased slower due to
VanRaden-corrected MPI (Figure 6) than due to WSI (Figure 4). In conclusion,
wrong parent information above 15% might be acceptable in practice, depending
on the type of error and the population structure. Traditionally, MPI is bypassed
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by the assumption that animals with unknown parents are founders (BALLOU and
LACY, 1995), resulting in an overestimation of the available genetic diversity.
Optimal contributions are extremely sensitive to differences in kinship between
candidates. Small differences in pedigree can make the difference between
significant or zero contribution for an individual animal. Animals with gaps in
their pedigree will be considered unrelated and therefore be given high
contributions. In this situation, equal contributions to each candidate parent
would maintain diversity. Therefore, optimal contributions based on pedigrees
with MPI can perform less well than equal contributions.
Overall this indicates that low percentage of MPI should always be corrected
prior to the application of OCS. Even a simple correction of MPI by randomly
assigned parents would increase diversity, which would leave breeders with wrong
parent information. However, to correct for gaps in pedigrees, more sophisticated
solutions have been presented. BALLOU and LACY (1995) have proposed the
calculation of kinship based only on the portion of the genome that descends from
true founder animals, excluding the proportion due to animals with unknown
parents. VANRADEN (1992) corrected gaps in pedigrees by assuming that unknown
parents are related to all other parents by twice the average inbreeding level of
that period. VanRaden is occasionally applied to calculate kinship (COLE, 2007).
Compared to VanRaden, the Ballou and Lacy-correction creates more variance
among kinship values, which has a possible negative impact on OCS. Therefore,
the VanRaden was applied to correct for MPI in this research.
We recommend two policies for conservation. First, measures that avoid errors
in pedigree are encouraged. One obvious measure is to sample animal tissue, since
DNA can be used both for parentage analysis and kinship estimation (BALLOU,
1997). Second, pedigree-registration, like herd-books, should include information
on the status of animals without parent records: whether they are (1) founders
(wild-caught or otherwise known to be unrelated) or (2) related and descending
from founders. Within kinship calculation, the latter should always be corrected,
for example by using the VanRaden or a similar algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
Long-term survival of captive populations depends on captive breeding
management that maintain genetic diversity (GD), especially when the parental
wild populations no longer serve as a source of population replacements. Hence,
GD management in captive populations is important. Kinship plays a central role
in management and breeding decisions. Gaps in pedigrees can strongly influence
calculation of kinship. We compared ten methods to correct for gaps in pedigrees.
Subsequently, these methods were used to evaluate loss and possible regain of GD
using optimal contributions. Three pedigreed zoo populations, which had gaps in
the pedigree, served as template for simulating possible true pedigrees.
Correction methods that exclude parts of genomes descending from unknown
parents saved less GD, and should only be considered to minimize undesirable
introgression, while maximizing GD. For other methods, three factors improved
correction of kinship: (1) correct by using kinship instead of inbreeding; (2) taking
averages of candidate parents instead of random assignment of one candidate
parent for each unknown parent; and (3) identify probable parents of animals with
unknown parents and a high contribution to the current population. This research
shows that all three studied captive populations could double their GD with
optimal contributions when kinship was corrected by averaging kinship of
candidate parents.
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INTRODUCTION
Genetic diversity is critical for the conservation of endangered populations.
Genetic diversity is correlated with adaptive capacity of populations and
avoidance of inbreeding depression on the long term. Small populations are at risk
of losing their adaptive capacity because genetic drift constantly lowers genetic
diversity. In conservation genetics, minimizing average mean kinship is considered
to be the best practice to avoid the loss of genetic diversity (BALLOU and LACY,
1995; FRANKHAM et al., 2002). Average mean kinship can be minimized by giving
higher contributions to genetically important animals that can make a large
contribution to genetic diversity. The use of optimal contribution selection has
been proposed as the most efficient method to minimize kinship (MEUWISSEN,
1997; SONESSON and MEUWISSEN, 2001; PONG-WONG and WOOLLIAMS, 2007).
Optimal contribution selection is a strategy that calculates the minimal average
mean kinship among candidates (fertile animal).
Although Optimal Contributions minimizes kinship in theory, in practice the
actual decrease relies on correct pedigree information. Pedigrees often contain
animals with unknown parents, resulting in gaps in the pedigree. Traditionally,
animals with unknown parents are assumed unrelated and regarded as founders.
In those cases, optimal contributions would predominantly select animals with
unknown parents or their offspring. When animals with unknown parents are
related to animals in the current population, this could even increase instead of
decrease true kinship (Chapter 3). One option is to use molecular markers to infer
kinship. Another option is to correct gaps in the pedigrees.
Three correction methods have been proposed. VANRADEN (1992) corrected
gaps in pedigrees by assuming that unknown parents are related to all other
parents by twice the average inbreeding level of that period. This method is
occasionally applied to calculate kinship (COLE, 2007). BALLOU and LACY (1995)
proposed a method that calculates kinship only from the portion of the genome
that descends from true founder animals, excluding the proportion that descends
from related animals with unknown parents. Recently MUCHA and WINDIG (2009)
applied repeated random assignment of parents. These methods have not been
evaluated in the literature.
In the present study, we compared these methods together with new methods in
correcting for unknown parent information. We compared the accuracy and their
performance in improving genetic diversity. Three pedigreed zoo populations with
individuals having unknown parents were analyzed and their pedigree used for
simulation: the black-footed cat (Felis nigripes); the giraffe (Giraffa camelopardalis)
and the African wild dog (Lycaon pictus).
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METHODS
Three populations were selected for which the studbook contained animals with
unknown parents. The black-footed cat, giraffe and African wild dog populations
are managed within European Endangered Species Breeding Programmes (EEPs).
Each program has one responsible species coordinator that maintains the
studbook (pedigree). These three pedigrees with gaps (unknown parents) were used
as templates for simulating complete pedigrees. From this simulated pedigree,
kinships were calculated and regarded as the ‘true’ kinships. Next, ‘true’ kinships
calculated from simulated pedigree were compared with kinships calculated by
each of the ten methods that correct for gaps in pedigrees. Throughout this study
kinship was calculated using the tabular method (EMIK and TERRILL, 1949).
Pedigree data
Data of three captive closed pedigreed populations were obtained from EEP
species coordinators, containing IDs of animals and its parents, gender, date of
birth, place of birth, place and time of translocations and date of death (if
available). Animals with one or two unknown parents were registered as: (1)
founders, which are animals that are unrelated to other founder animals (often
from the wild) and are therefore the ‘base-population’ or (2) non-founder Animals
with Unknown Parents: AwUPs, which descend from founders or their progeny
but of which one or both parents are not registered. For each AwUP, two types of
parents were determined: (1) candidate parents, which were all reproductive
animals at time of conception of the animal; and (2) probable parents identified by
species coordinators.
Candidate parents: Candidate dams were all females in the pedigree that were
alive and fertile at the time of birth of the AwUPs, except for dams that already
produced offspring during that particular year. Candidate sires were all males in
the pedigree that were alive and fertile at the time of conception.
Probable parents: Probable parents were candidate parents that were most likely
to be parents of the AwUP. Probable parents were determined by the species
coordinator, who had knowledge on common exchange practices and additional
information in the studbook. All species coordinators made use of SPARKS to
maintain the studbook. SPARKS can store information on multiple male mating.
During the process, for some AwUPs it became evident that no probable parents
were present within the candidate parents of that period. These AwUPs were
unrelated, which changed their status to founder.
Simulation based on pedigreepedigree-data
To investigate the effect of correction methods for unknown parents, the
pedigree containing gaps was used as a template for simulation. Simulations were
carried out for 200 replicates per population under study. One simulation was
performed in three major steps. First, for each simulated replicate, a possible ‘true’
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pedigree was simulated by assuming that parents of AwUPs were known. A
random probable sire and/or dam were assigned to each AwUP. This possible
‘true’ pedigree will be referred to as ‘simulated pedigree’. Hereafter, kinships
among animals of the current population were calculated based on simulated
pedigree and considered as the true kinship. This possible ‘true’ kinship will be
referred to as simulated kinship. Second, kinships among animals of the current
population were calculated from the original pedigree that contained gaps, using
each of the correction methods as described below. For each method, a kinship
matrix F was constructed, containing kinships among all individuals, including
kinship of individuals with themselves. Third, the simulated (‘true’) kinship was
compared with the corrected kinship for each correction method, using statistical
criteria and a diversity criterion.
Correction methods
Ten methods to correct for unknown parents were tested in this study.
Non-correction: AwUPs were assumed (unrelated) founders.
EBO-correction: The Elimination By Optimal contribution-correction method
used an alterative way to calculate optimal contributions and aims to exclude parts
of genomes that descend from unknown parents from optimal contribution
selection. Kinships were not corrected in this method.
B&L-correction: BALLOU and LACY (1995) proposed a method that calculates
kinship only from the proportion of the genome that is known. The method
monitors the proportion (k) that descended from known founders per animal. k is 1
for each founder. In addition, k of an AwUP is 0 if both parents are unknown, and
½ or less if one parent is unknown (depending on the known parent). For any
descendent i, the proportion ki can simply be calculated by half of this proportion
of the dam d and half of the sire s (ki = ½kd + ½ks). BALLOU and LACY (1995)
proposed to calculate kinship between two animals was calculated as follows.
When both parents were known, kinship (ƒ) between individual i, having sire s and
dam d, and individual j was (BALLOU and LACY, 1995):
f ij =

f sj × k s + f dj × k d
k s + kd

,

(1)

Kinship between individuals was calculated by implementing Equation 1 in the
tabular method for cases that ks and kd were not zero.
In a number of cases, equations described in BALLOU and LACY (1995) did not
provide a solution or proved less robust. When ks and kd are zero for example,
Equation 1 results in a division by zero. BALLOU and LACY (1995) left kinship
undefined in this situation. For six cases (1 to 6), strategies were compared and the
best one selected. (1) When both parents were unknown, kinship between
individuals i and j was determined by the inbreeding coefficient of individual j
(ƒij = ƒjj - ½). (2) When only one parent was unknown, kinship (ƒij) was set equal to
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kinship between j and the known parent. (3) When both parents were known
kinship was simply calculated by the standard tabular method. (ƒij = ½ƒsj + ½ƒdj).
BALLOU and LACY (1995) proposed a separate equation for kinship of an animal
with itself. This equation however, can give values lower than ½, which has no
biological meaning and proved unstable with optimal contributions. (4) When
both parents were known, kinship of an individual with itself was simply calculated
by using the tabular method (ƒii = ½ + ½ ƒsd). (5) When only one parent was
unknown, ƒii was set equal to kinship of the known parent with itself (ƒss or ƒdd). (6)
When both parents were unknown, ƒii was set to ½ (assuming no inbreeding).
vR-correction: VANRADEN (1992) stated that unknown parents should be related
to all other parents by twice the mean inbreeding level of the period. We
interpreted ‘other parents of the period’ as all parents that actually produced
progeny in the year of birth of the AwUP. Hence, per year y, the average
inbreeding F y was calculated by averaging inbreeding coefficients of all animals
that had progeny in year y. Kinship between an AwUP born in year y and other
candidates (animals that were alive in year y) was set equal to F y . VANRADEN
(1992) does not describe how to calculate relatedness (and thus kinship) among
animals from different periods, because these values are not needed to calculate
kinship of the current population when generation-intervals are relatively short.
Within this research, however, generations overlapped, due to longer generationtimes, especially in giraffes. In these cases, kinship between an AwUP and an
animal from a previous period was calculated by averaging all kinships between
the animal of a previous period and all parents having progeny in the year of birth
(the period) of the AwUP.
The three correction methods that follow made use of candidate parents.
C1-correction: For each unknown parent, a randomly selected candidate parent
of the appropriate sex was assigned.
C2-correction: C2 is based on averaging twenty C1-corrections. In this method,
the C1-correction was performed for twenty times, so that both kinship and
optimal contributions were calculated twenty times based on twenty C1-pedigrees.
Next, the average was taken from twenty kinship values among all animals, and
from twenty contribution vectors containing contributions for each animal within
the current population. Twenty times was chosen to limit computation time.
C3-correction: Kinship was calculated by assuming that all candidate sires had
equal chance for being the father, and all candidate dams had equal chance being
the mother of an AwUP. Hence, kinship was calculated as half of the average
kinship between all candidate dams and half of the average kinship between all
candidate sires. Kinship between an AwUP i, having sire s and dam d, with
individual j is calculated as:
f ij =

1 S
1 D
f
+
f dj ,
∑ sj 2D ∑
2 S s =1
d =1

(2)
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where S is the number of candidate sires and D is the number of candidate dams.
Note that if the number of candidate parents per sex is one, Equation 2 is the same
as for tabular method (ƒij = ½ƒsj + ½ƒdj). Kinship of an AwUP with itself was
calculated by the average kinship between candidate sires and dams:
1 11 1 S D
f ii = +
∑∑ f sd ,
2 2 S D s =1 d =1

(3)

The correction methods P1 to P3 are essentially the same as methods C1 to C3,
but use probable parents instead of candidate parents.
P1-correction: For each unknown parent, a randomly selected probable parent
of the appropriate sex was assigned. The P1 correction method is the same
method that created a simulated pedigree.
P2-correction: This method is the same as the C2-correction described above,
however with probable parents instead of candidate parents.
P3-correction: This method is the same as the C3-correction, however with
probable parents instead of candidate parents (Equation 2 and 3). Kinship was
calculated by assuming that all probable sires had equal chance for being the
father and all probable dams had equal chance being the mother of an AwUP.
Diversity measures with complete pedigrees
First we describe the diversity measures based on kinship calculated from
pedigree data in the case that all parents are known. Average mean kinship ( mk ) is
calculated from kinships among N reproductive individuals (including kinship with
itself):
mk =

1
2





∑∑ f

ij

,

(4)

i =1 j =1

Genetic diversity (Nmk) is defined as the number of equally contributing founders
with no random loss of founder alleles in descendants that would produce the
same average mean kinship (and therefore genetic variation) as the population
under study. Genetic diversity is average mean kinship expressed on the scale of
founder genome equivalents (LACY, 1989), and is calculated by:
 mk =

1
2mk

(5)

Genetic diversity is expressed on a scale of founder genome equivalents for two
reasons. (1) Unlike measures like the average or rate of inbreeding or average
kinship, founder genome equivalents give direct insight into the actual loss
variation relative to the original diversity of founders (CABALLERO and TORO,
2000). (2) A scale like founder genome equivalents is better comprehensible than
probabilities because founder genome equivalents represent a natural number
(HOFFRAGE et al., 2000).
Potential diversity (NOC) is maximum genetic diversity that can be achieved
within the population under study, or in terms of kinship, the minimum possible
average mean kinship of a population. Potential diversity (NOC) is calculated as:
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 OC =

1
1
,
=
2mk min 2cOC ' FcOC

(6)

where cOC is a column vector of contributions for each candidates to the next
generation, so that the sum of elements of c equals one (MEUWISSEN, 1997). The
optimum contribution vector minimizes the weighted average mean kinship
among candidates, and therefore maximizes genetic diversity. The vector is given
by EDING et al. (2002):
c OC

F −1 1
,
=
1' F −1 1

(7)

where 1 is a column vector of ones. When negative contributions were obtained,
the lowest value was set to zero and vector cOC was recalculated until all
contributions were non-negative. Potential diversity measures the diversity that
could be obtained in the next generation. Potential diversity assumes complete
control, like in constructing a population from a gene bank.
Diversity measures for pedigrees with gaps
Until now we assumed that all parents were known (except for founders). When
pedigree contains gaps and true kinship is unknown, diversity measures Nmk and
NOC can be calculated as described above by substituting true kinship with
corrected kinship. Nmk and NOC calculated from kinship based on correction
methods represent the diversity predicted by breeders (diversity they think they
have). The true diversity is unknown in practice.
The contribution vectors that were needed for B&L and EBO-correction
methods were calculated differently. B&L-correction calculates kinship only from
the proportion of the genome that is known. Therefore, kinship of an animal with
more than 80% of their genome descending from unknown parents will be
determined by only less than 20% of their genome, inducing a possible high under
or overestimation of kinship. These animals were given zero contribution a priori,
which gave better results.
Like B&L-correction, the EBO-correction also aims to remove (parts of)
genomes that descend from unknown parents, however, not during kinship
calculation but only during calculation of optimal contributions. When both
parents are alive, optimal contributions select parents and not their progeny.
EBO-correction makes use of that property. EBO-correction was calculated in
four steps. (1) AwUPs were given unique unrelated parents (founders). (2) Optimal
contributions were calculated for all animals of the current population together
with these unique unrelated parents of AwUPs. (3) Contributions of parents of
AwUPs were set to zero, leaving contributions only for animals of the current
population. (4) The remaining contributions for animals of the current population
were devided by the sum of these contributions so that the sum of contributions
equaled one again.
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Criteria for comparison
comparison
Statistical criteria: For each replicate, three statistical criteria were used to
evaluate difference between simulated kinship and one of the corrected kinships.
(1) The correlation between corrected and simulated kinship (ρ), which measures
the proportion of the variance in pedigree kinship explained by the corrected
kinship. (2) The regression coefficient of corrected kinship on simulated kinship
(β1), which is a measure for bias in the corrected differences in kinship among
pairs of individuals. (3) The regression coefficient of simulated kinship on corrected
kinship (β2), which indicates whether corrected kinship yields an “unbiased”
prediction of simulated (‘true’) kinship.
In practice, the latter is important since conservation decisions are based on the
corrected kinship, and not on the true values. Kinships of individuals with
themselves were excluded from statistical criteria.
Diversity criterion: With the simulated kinship known, we can compare NOC and
Nmk with the genetic diversity saved by optimal contributions based on kinship
corrected for unknown parents. The diversity criterion (NDC) is the simulated
genetic diversity that represents the probable true genetic diversity after applying
optimal contributions based on corrected kinship:
 DC =

1
,
cor
2 * c ' FcOC
cor
OC

(8)

cor
where F is the matrix of simulated kinships and cOC
is a contribution vector
calculated from corrected kinship using Equation 7. The diversity criterion
evaluates the amount of genetic diversity conserved by using corrected pedigrees
in practice.
The Diversity Saved (DS) is essentially the same as the diversity criterion,
however, scaled so that values do not exceed one. Diversity Saved was added to be
able to compare the diversity criterion for each correction method among the
three populations. Diversity Saved is calculated as follows:

DS =

 DC −  mk
.
 OC −  mk

(9)

Diversity Saved evaluates the genetic diversity saved by optimal contributions
based on corrected kinship: NDC – Nmk; as a fraction of the full amount of
simulated (potential) diversity that would have been saved with optimal
contributions if simulated (‘true’) pedigree data was known: NOC – Nmk. The actual
(simulated) genetic diversity was used as a base of comparison, as this would be
roughly equal to the genetic diversity if all animals of the current population
would contribute equally to the next generation (again assuming generation
overlap and complete control).
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RESULTS
Table 1 gives population parameters of the three populations under study: the
African wild dog (Lycaon pictus), the black-footed cat (Felis nigripes), and the
giraffe (Giraffa camelopardalis). The three populations differ from each other in
percentage of the total number of genes in the current population that descended
from unknown parents and their dispersal. This dispersal as well as differences in
population structure might influence the efficacy of the correction methods. The
fraction of the African wild dog population that descended from unknown parents
is about three times larger than for giraffe and black-footed cat. With the giraffe,
animals with unknown parents (AwUPs) are more spread throughout the current
population than with the black-footed cat. Of every three animals of the current
giraffe population, one inherited more than 20% of their genome from unknown
parents. This was true for about one of every four animals within the black-footed
cat population, which are all animals from a few specific litters. All other animals
within the black-footed cat population did not have unknown parents in their
pedigree at all.
Table 1: Population Parameters
African wild dog

Population size
Perc. unknown
Important AwUPs (a)
Average Litter size
First founder (b)

285
46.3%
12
4.6
1963

Black-footed cat

113
13.1%
3
1.9
1974

Giraffe

854
16.3%
37
1
1928

(a) Number of animals with unknown parents that contributed more than one genome to the current population.
(b) Year of birth of the first founder that contributed more than one genome to the current population.

Table 2 shows simulated genetic diversity (Nmk) and potential diversity (NOC),
and the Nmk and NOC as calculated by the ten correction methods for the three
populations. Simulated Nmk and NOC show that for each population, genetic
diversity can be increased. The potential diversity is roughly twice the actual
genetic diversity. Note that true pedigree is unknown and therefore true kinship is
unknown.
In addition, Table 2 shows the Nmk and NOC calculated by each correction
method. This is the diversity predicted by conservationist; or in other words, the
diversity breeders generally would assume they have. Non-correction overpredicted Nmk and NOC , since it assumes unknown parents to be unrelated. With
C1, C2 and C3 correction and B&L-correction Nmk and NOC were underpredicted for African wild dog, but over-predicted for the black-footed cat. As
expected, Nmk and NOC with P1, P2 and P3 correction is on average very similar
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with the simulated Nmk and NOC. Values for corrected Nmk and NOC do not
(directly) reveal whether a correction method is accurate or effective. An over or
under-prediction of genetic diversity might not necessarily lead to loss of genetic
diversity nor influence the correlation between the simulated and corrected
kinship.
Table 3 shows statistical and diversity criteria for corrected-kinships for all three
populations. Correlation between corrected and simulated kinship ranged between
0.86 and 1 and differed mainly per correction method. Diversity Saved (DS)
differed strongly among correction methods as well as populations. Those
differences show that a high correlation itself is not sufficient as the only criterion
(RODRÍGUEZ-RAMILO et al., 2007). For example, correlation of non-corrected
kinship with simulated kinship is 0.98 in African wild dog. Diversity Saved of noncorrection however is the lowest of all correction methods, except for B&L in the
African wild dog
Table 2: Observed genetic and potential diversity
correction

African wild dog

Black-footed cat

Giraffe

Nmk

NOC

Nmk

NOC

Nmk

NOC

Simulated (a)

7.2

12.4

12.6

23.2

44.6

94.1

non

8.9

16.7

15.3

24.7

53.4

115.4

Ballou & Lacy

5.6

10.5

14.1

22.9

43.8

94.6

VanRaden

7.5

12.5

14.9

24.1

39.4

87.0

C1-3

*2

6.5

11.9

13.9

23.7

46.7

95.4

P1-3

*2

7.2

12.1

12.5

23.2

44.6

93.3

Genetic diversity (Nmk) and potential diversity (NOC) are observed values, calculated from pedigree containing
animals with unknown parents corrected by each correction method. C1, C2 and C3 are based on candidate
parents; P1, P2 and P3 are based on probable parents.
(a) simulated values of Nmk and NOC are averages of 200 replicates of a possible true pedigree created by random
assignment of probable parents to animals with unknown parents.
(b) Averages for C1, C2 and C3 were the same, as was also true for P1, P2 and P3.

Diversity Saved for non-correction was low. This was expected, because if
unknown parents are not corrected, they are regarded as unrelated. Therefore,
AwUPs or their progeny are undeserved selected to increase genetic diversity.
EBO-correction improved Diversity Saved considerably (again except for African
wild dog).
B&L-corrected kinship performed less than correction methods based on
methods that estimated kinship for unknown parents, judged by correlation,
diversity criterion and Diversity Saved, with the exception of Diversity Saved in
black-footed cat. Correlation and Diversity Saved was lowest in African wild dog
population. More than 40% of parentage is unknown within this population. This
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high percentage hampers B&L-correction, since B&L calculates kinship only from
the known proportion of the pedigree.
Correlation of vR-correction ranges from 0.95 to 0.98. A point of interest is that
Diversity Saved for vR-correction in the black-footed cat is lower than Diversity
Saved for other correction methods (except non-correction). This low performance
is due to the small population size and the high kinship of probable parents. This
higher kinship was not corrected for by vR because inbreeding level was not high
in the period of these probable parents.
Table 3: Criteria for correction method per population
ρ
sim
non
EBO
B&L
vR
C1
C2
C3
P1
P2
P3

1
0.98
-*
0.86
0.98
0.95
0.97
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.00

NDC

DS

ρ

African wild dog
1
1
12.4
0.92 1.03 10.9
-*
-*
10.9
1.32 0.56 10.6
0.93 1.04 12.2
0.96 0.95 12.1
0.96 0.97 12.2
0.96 0.97 12.2
0.99 0.99 12.3
0.99 1.00 12.4
0.99 1.00 12.4

1
0.69
0.69
0.66
0.91
0.90
0.93
0.92
0.94
0.95
0.96

1
0.94
-*
0.90
0.95
0.98
0.98
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00

β1

β2

NDC

DS

ρ

β1

β2

NDC

DS

Black-footed cat
1
1
23.2
0.74 1.19 21.7
-*
-*
22.9
0.87 0.94 23.0
0.77 1.18 22.4
0.85 1.13 23.0
0.85 1.13 23.0
0.85 1.14 23.0
1.00 1.00 23.2
1.00 1.00 23.2
1.01 0.99 23.2

1
0.86
0.97
0.98
0.92
0.98
0.98
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00

1
0.97
-*
0.91
0.97
0.95
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.99

1
0.92
-*
1.03
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.98
0.98
0.98

Giraffe
1
1.01
-*
0.80
1.01
0.99
1.02
1.02
0.98
1.00
1.00

94.1
82.7
88.2
89.6
89.8
90.8
91.9
92.2
92.2
93.2
93.3

1
0.77
0.88
0.91
0.91
0.93
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.98
0.98

β1

β2

Results are averages of 200 replicates of a possible simulated pedigree. Standard errors of results were 0.01 or less,
except for NDC, where standard errors were lower than 0.1. ρ is correlation between corrected kinship and
simulated kinship. β1 is regression coefficient of corrected kinship on simulated kinship. β2 is regression coefficient
of simulated kinship on corrected kinship. NDC is the diversity criterion or the genetic diversity after applying
optimal contributions based on kinship corrected for gaps pedigrees. DS is proportion of kinship saved by applying
optimal contributions based on kinship corrected for gaps in pedigrees instead of the case where true pedigrees were
known. (*) EBO correction only differs from non-correction in the way optimal contributions are calculated. The
only value of interest is NDC (and thus DS).

The regression of simulated kinship on corrected kinship (β2) of B&L in the
African wild dog was only 0.56, which indicates over-prediction of kinship. β2 was
also high for C-methods in black-footed cat populations. High levels of β2
correspond with overestimation of Nmk in Table 2.
Correction methods C1 to C3 and P1 to P3 show that calculating kinship by
taking an average over probable or candidate parents is better then correct the
pedigree with a random parent. There was no real difference between C2 and C3
and P2 and P3. P3 and C3 methods however need considerable less computation
time.
Figure 1 shows diversity criteria (NDC) for 200 replicates for each correctionmethod for the African wild dog population; the black-footed cat; and the giraffe.
Figure 1 illustrates variance of diversity criterion among replicates. In practice,
variance among replicates is relevant, since an unknown true pedigree of a
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population in practice is represented by the simulated pedigree of a single
replicate, not by the average over replicates. Figure 1 has four points of interest. (1)
The diversity criterion for non-corrected kinship shows high variance. In addition
to a low Diversity Saved, variance shows that non-correction is also unreliable. (2)
Variance was also high for diversity criterion for vR-correction in the black-footed
cat and African wild dog. (3) Variance was very low, however for EBO-correction
in giraffe and African wild dog populations. In addition, variance was rather low
EBO and B&L correction in black-footed cat. The low variance is due elimination
of (parts of) genomes that descend from unknown parents. Therefore, the
corrected kinship and/or contributions and thus the diversity criterion were not
affected by the probable parents that were randomly selected to construct the
simulated pedigree. (4) P-correction methods also show low variance for the blackfooted cat, which is most likely due to high relatedness among probable parents.
DISCUSSION
The focus of this research is the conservation of small captive pedigreed
populations. Closed populations will unavoidably lose diversity (e.g. increase
kinship), and therefore lose adaptive potential and show higher levels of inbreeding
on the long term. This research shows that the three populations under study can
increase genetic diversity relative to the current situation by applying optimal
contribution selection. It also shows that calculation of kinship and thereby
conservation strategies can be improved by correction for unknown parents.
Judged from diversity saved by optimal contributions, correction methods
perform better than non, vR, B&L and EBO-corrected kinship for populations
under study. When kinship is corrected, effectiveness of methods depends on four
options: (1) either exclusion of (genomes descending from) unknown parents or
making use of candidates that were reproductive in the period of the unknown
parents; (2) either inbreeding or kinship of those candidates; (3) either random
sampling of candidates or averages of candidates; (4) either making use of all
candidate parents or identify most probable candidates (probable parents).
Exclusion of genomes descending from unknown parents: One way to deal with
unknown parents is to exclude animals with unknown parentage from calculations.
In this case, optimal contributions can still be applied. We examined two methods:
the Ballou & Lacy correction who calculate kinship only from the part of the
genome that descends from known parents, or the elimination-by-optimalcontribution correction. The three population evaluated within this research
would gain less genetic diversity due to avoidance of animals with unknown
parents in comparison with other correction methods. This is mainly because the
methods do not make use of genetic diversity present in unknown parents. Current
common practice in zoos is to avoid animals with unknown parentage for
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Figure 1
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breeding. A potential gain of genetic diversity declines by this policy. Exclusion of
animals with unknown parentage from conservation should only be favored over
other methods when unknown parents would cause undesirable introgression (for
example among subspecies). The elimination-by-optimal-contribution correction
is than preferred because it is probably more efficient in eliminating genomes
descending from unknown parents, since it shows lowest variance in the diversity
criterion.
Inbreeding or kinship: vanRaden correction made use of inbreeding to correct
for unknown parents within kinship calculations. In pedigrees like EEP-studbooks
due to small population size and relative low number of generations, the average
inbreeding may differ considerably from average mean kinship. Especially in the
first generations, inbreeding is low or even zero. This explains the low
performance of vanRaden-correction in black-footed cat population, which is the
smallest of the three populations. With current computation power, there is no
reason to use inbreeding instead of kinship to correct for unknown parents. Thus,
the level of kinship of parents is preferred to correct for unknown parents, not the
level of inbreeding.
Random sampling or taking average: This research compared three ways to
correct kinship from possible parents for animals with unknown parents: (1)
assigning a random parent for each unknown parent (C1 and P1 correction); (2)
assigning random parents for twenty times (C2 and P2 correction); and taking
average of possible parents (C3 and P3 correction). Assigning a random parent or
taking average from possible parents was more efficient in computation-time than
assigning random parents for twenty times. Averaging kinship of possible parents
and assigning random possible parents for twenty times performed more effective
in conservation of genetic diversity than assigning a random parent. Hence,
repetitive random sampling does not improve conservation compared to taking
averages. Taking averages over possible parents (either candidate or probable)
parents is both effective and efficient.
Specification of probable parents: To identify probable parents, only animals
with unknown parents that have descendants in the current population were
selected. Next, species coordinators determined probable parents, which was a
time-consuming process. They used knowledge on common exchange practices,
which differ over time, zoos and countries. Where available, recorded additional
information was used, like the names of possible candidate males. Choices of
species coordinators were not always obvious for an outsider. Hence, inside
knowledge is necessary to identify probable parents. When multiple parents are
registered, this correction-method can be applied quickly. Determining probable
parents per animal with unknown parents, however, is a time-costly process.
Whether or not probably parents should be identified, (C3 vs. P3 correction) is less
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evident, especially because the process is time-consuming. Though the effort could
improve genetic diversity saved, the extra gain is low.
A combined C3-P3 correction was applied on giraffe and African wild dog
population. For giraffe, only twelve AwUPs contributed for more than 50% of total
number of genomes that descended from AwUPs. For African wild dog, only three
AwUPs contributed for more than 50%. Kinship for those twelve giraffe and three
African wild dogs with unknown parents were P3 corrected, while kinships of all
other animals with unknown parents were C3 corrected. This combined C3-P3
correction hardly showed any decrease for DS in comparison with the P3
correction for the same populations. These results indicate that conservation of
genetic diversity already benefits from determining probable parents only for few
AwUPs that have contributed for 50% to the current population. We advise to
determine probable parents only for AwUPs that contributed most to the current
population. In conclusion, correction for unknown parents by taking average of
manually selected probable parents for animals with high impact on the current
population and automatically selected candidate parents for all other animals is an
effective and efficient strategy.
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ABSTRACT
Relatedness estimators are widely used in genetic studies, but effects of
population structure on performance of estimators, criteria to evaluate estimators,
and benefits of using such estimators in conservation programs, have to date
received little attention. In this paper we present new estimators, based on the
relationship between coancestry and molecular similarity between individuals, and
compare them with existing estimators using Monte-Carlo simulation of
populations, either panmictic or structured. Estimators were evaluated using
statistical criteria and a diversity criterion that minimized relatedness. Results
show that ranking of estimators depends on the population structure. An existing
estimator based on two-gene and four-gene coefficients of identity performs best in
panmictic populations, whereas a new estimator based on coancestry performs
best in structured populations. Number of marker alleles and loci did not affect
ranking of estimators. Statistical criteria were insufficient to evaluate estimators for
their use in conservation programs. The regression coefficient of pedigree
relatedness on estimated relatedness (ß2) was substantially lower than unity for all
estimators, causing overestimation of the diversity conserved. A simple correction
to achieve ß2 = 1, improves both existing and new estimators. Using relatedness
estimates with correction, considerably increased diversity in structured
populations, but did not do so or even decreased diversity in panmictic
populations.
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INTRODUCTION
Additive genetic relatedness between individuals plays an important role in
many fields of genetics. In genetic analyses, knowledge of relatedness is used to
estimate genetic parameters such as heritabilities and genetic correlations
(FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996). In artificial selection, estimation of breeding
values relies on knowledge of relatedness of individuals (HENDERSON, 1984;
LYNCH and WALSH, 1998), and relatedness between individuals affects optimum
designs of selection programs (e.g. NICHOLAS and SMITH 1983). In evolutionary
biology, knowledge of relatedness between interacting individuals is required to
predict evolutionary consequences of social interaction (HAMILTON, 1964). In
conservation genetics, knowledge of relatedness is required to optimize
conservation strategies. In the present article we focus on estimating relatedness
for use in conservation strategies, but results are equally relevant for other fields in
genetics. Throughout, we consider the traditional population-genetic definition of
relatedness for diploid individuals, which equals twice the coefficient of coancestry
(MALÉCOT, 1948; LYNCH and WALSH, 1998).
When pedigrees of populations are known, additive genetic relatedness between
individuals can be calculated from the pedigree (EMIK and TERRILL, 1949), and
can be used to estimate additive genetic variance. Pedigree data is, however, often
lacking or incomplete, especially between subpopulations of a species. In those
cases, estimates of relatedness rely on molecular markers. Methods to estimate
relatedness from molecular marker data described in the literature can be divided
into two groups (BLOUIN, 2003): (1) methods that estimate relatedness on a
continuous scale (e.g.)(LYNCH and RITLAND, 1999; WANG, 2002), and (2) methods
that categorize individuals into a limited number of discrete classes of relatives,
such as full sib, half sib or parent-offspring relationships.
TORO et al.(2002) compared estimators expressing relatedness on a continuous
scale in a pedigreed population of pigs divided into two related strains, using
actual and simulated markers. Molecular coancestry (MALÉCOT, 1948), the
estimator of LYNCH and RITLAND (1999) and a maximum likelihood estimator
showed the highest correlation between pedigree and estimated relatedness. When
both strains were analyzed together, molecular coancestry performed substantially
better than more sophisticated estimators, indicating that quality of estimators
depends on the population structure, and that current estimators are not optimal
in general. More recently, novel estimators have been proposed and compared by
WANG (2002) and MILLIGAN (2003) for their statistical performance in an
'outbred' population structure, having only four degrees of relatedness, parentoffspring, full-sibs, first cousins and unrelated individuals.
A number of issues remain unsolved, relating in particular to the population
structure (MILLIGAN, 2003), the utility of estimated relatedness in conservation
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programs, and the criterion to judge the quality of an estimator. Estimators of
LYNCH and RITLAND (1999) and WANG (2002) assume no inbreeding. Those
estimators have been evaluated using simulated populations without pedigree, no
inbreeding and simple classes of relatives of either full sibs, half sibs, parentoffspring or unrelated individuals. Complex pedigree structures and high levels of
relatedness and inbreeding, however, are typical for populations in need of
conservation. There is a need for relatedness estimators that can be applied to
fragmented populations, where interest is in both within and between subpopulation relatedness. Development of such estimators is not merely a statistical
issue, but needs a connection with population genetic concepts such as drift.
Furthermore, the utility of using estimators in conservation programs, with the
aim to maximize the amount of additive genetic variance conserved, has not been
investigated to our knowledge. Hence, more knowledge is needed of the usefulness
of relatedness estimators to support conservation strategies, such as determining
which individuals are genetically important.
In the present article we introduce estimators that are based on the relationship
between coancestry and relatedness, which holds irrespective of inbreeding. In
total, we compare eight estimators expressing relatedness on a continuous scale,
with a focus on supporting conservation strategies. Monte Carlo simulations
produced populations with both pedigree and marker data. Behavior of the
estimators is studied for alternative populations, differing in (a) the number of
alleles per locus in the base generation, (b) the number of loci used, (c) the average
relatedness compared to the base population, (d) the population-structure (either
panmictic or structured), and (e) the size of a subset of individuals selected to
maximize the amount of genetic variation conserved. Relatedness was estimated
using simulated marker data and analyzed against pedigree relatedness, using both
statistical and diversity criteria.
METHODS
This section describes (1) the relatedness estimators considered; (2) the simulated
population structures in which estimators will be tested; and (3) the criteria used to
assess quality of the estimators.
Relatedness estimators
Eight relatedness estimators will be compared, which we divide into three
categories (Table 1). The first category is based on the relationship between
additive genetic relatedness (r), population genetic coancestry (ƒ, also known as
“kinship”; FALCONER and MACKAY 1996) and molecular coancestry (ƒM)
(JACQUARD, 1983; LYNCH, 1988; TORO et al., 2002), and consists of both existing
and new estimators. The second category is based on the relationship between
additive genetic relatedness and two-gene and four-gene coefficients of identity in
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‘non-inbred’ populations, and consists of the estimators of LYNCH and RITLAND
(1999) and WANG (2002). The third category consists of the estimator of QUELLER
and GOODNIGHT (1989). All estimators express relatedness on a continuous scale.
MILLIGAN (2003) presented a maximum likelihood estimator for ‘non-inbred’
populations. In ‘inbred’ population, however, finding the maximum likelihood
value is computationally demanding because many modes of IBD occur (see Table
1 in MILLIGAN 2003).We did, therefore, not investigate maximum likelihood
estimators.

Abbreviation
ƒM
UCS
WCS
WEDS
L&R
Wang
Q&G

Table 1. Estimators used
Full name / Reference
Molecular coancestry
Unweighted corrected similarity
Weighted corrected similarity
Weighted equal drift similarity
LYNCH and RITLAND (1999)
WANG (2002)
QUELLER and GOODNIGHT (1989)

Equation
4
5
6, 7
6, 7, 8
13, 14
15, 16

Category
1
1
1
1
2
2
3

Category 1: Estimators based on coancestry: By definition, additive genetic
relatedness (r) between diploid individuals equals twice the coefficient of
coancestry (ƒ, also known as kinship; r = 2ƒ) (MALÉCOT, 1948; FALCONER and
MACKAY, 1996). Thus, conservation strategies based on coancestry are equivalent
to strategies based on relatedness. Coancestry of two individuals is the probability
that two alleles drawn randomly, one from each individual, are Identical By
Descent (IBD), indicating that they descend from a common ancestor (FALCONER
and MACKAY, 1996). Coancestry and relatedness are expressed relative to a socalled base population, in which all alleles are defined as being not-IBD, so that
coancestry in the base population is zero by definition (FALCONER and MACKAY,
1996; LYNCH and WALSH, 1998). Alleles that are molecularly identical in the base
population are referred to as Alike In State (AIS). Thus, in any generation, the
proportion of alleles AIS is equal to expected homozygosity in the base population.
When pedigrees are known, the founder generation is commonly used as base
population, so that relatedness among founders is zero by definition. In principle,
base populations merely serve as a reference point, and the choice of the base
population is arbitrary. However, not all choices are genetically meaningful and
theoretically correct, particularly in structured populations (see DISCUSSION).
The new estimators presented in this article are based on the approach of EDING
and MEUWISSEN (2003). EDING and MEUWISSEN (2003) developed estimators of
between-population coancestry, using observations on molecular similarity
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between and within populations, in which case the definition of the base
population is more obvious. We modify estimators of EDING and MEUWISSEN
(2001; 2003) to estimate coancestries between individuals instead of populations.
First we describe the theoretical background of estimators based on coancestry.
Estimators based on coancestry make use of the molecular similarity index (Sxy,l),
which refers to a single locus l in a pair of individuals xy, and is defined as the
probability that two marker alleles drawn from two individuals are molecularly
identical (JACQUARD, 1983; CABALLERO and TORO, 2000; TORO et al., 2002). In
the following, Sxy,l will be referred to as “similarity”. For locus l, similarity between
individual x having alleles a and b and individual y having alleles c and d is
defined as (LI and HORVITZ, 1953):
(1)
S xy ,l = 14 [I ac + I ad + I bc + I bd ]
where indicator Iac is one when allele a of individual x is identical to allele c of
individual y, and zero otherwise, etc. Similarity takes values of 0, ¼, ½, or 1.
Values of ¾ do not occur, because the fourth indicator must be equal to one when
the previous three indicators are equal to one. Similarities of ¼ require at least
three distinct alleles, and do therefore not occur at bi-allelic loci.
Similarity will vary between pairs of individuals, and will be partly due to alleles
that are IBD but also due to alleles AIS. When sl denotes the probability that two
alleles at locus l are AIS, then expected similarity between individuals x and y at
locus l is (LYNCH, 1988)
(2A)
E [ S xy ,l ] = f xy + (1 − f xy ) sl
where sl is the average similarity at locus l in the base population, and ƒxy is the
coancestry between individuals x and y expressed relative to this base population.
Equation 2a may be interpreted as the probability that alleles are IBD (ƒxy) plus
the probability that they are not-IBD but AIS [(1− ƒxy)sl]. Equation 2a holds
irrespective of inbreeding or random mating. Rearrangement of Equation 2a gives
a convenient form resembling Wrights F-statistics (WRIGHT):
(2B)
1 − E[ S xy ,l ] = (1 − f xy )(1 − sl )
A so-called “method of moments estimator” of coancestry is obtained by
rearranging Equation 2a, substituting expected similarity by observed similarity,
and averaging over L loci, which gives:
L
ˆf = 1 S xy ,l − sl
∑
xy
L l =1 1 − sl

(3)

Multiplying Equation 3 by a factor of two yields a relatedness estimator (see
(RITLAND, 1996).
Equation 3 shows that a value for sl is needed for each locus. Because allele
frequencies in the base population are usually unknown, sl needs to be estimated,
which involves two problems. First, when the average level of AIS is estimated
incorrectly, the average estimated relatedness of the current population will be
biased. The observed average similarity and the estimated probability of alleles
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AIS together implicitly define the base population. The lower the estimated AIS,
the further back in time this base population is set, and the higher the average
estimated relatedness of the current population. Vice versa, an overestimation of
AIS will result in underestimating relatedness (TORO et al., 2003). For example,
when the base population is set equal to the current population, which is done
implicitly when sl is calculated from current allele frequencies assuming random
mating, IBD between all pairs of individuals will be -1/2N on average, resulting in
negative estimates of relatedness for many pairs of individuals. Negative estimates
are difficult to interpret because relatedness is defined as twice the probability that
alleles are IBD. The second problem is that, though probabilities of alleles AIS
differ per locus, expected coancestry for a pair of individuals is equal at all neutral
loci by definition. Ideally, this should be taken into account when estimating sl for
each locus. In the following we describe estimators based on Equations 2 and 3, in
order of increasing complexity.
Molecular Coancestry (ƒM): TORO et al. (2002; 2003) used ƒM as an estimator
of coancestry. Molecular coancestry ignores alleles AIS by setting sl = 0 for all loci,
so that estimated relatedness equals the average similarity over loci multiplied by a
factor of two:
rˆxy =

2 L
∑ S xy,l
L l =1

(4)

When founder alleles would be unique, r̂xy would be an unbiased estimator of
relatedness.
Unweighted Corrected Similarity (UCS): For the UCS estimator, sl is estimated
assuming that all distinct alleles in the current population had equal frequencies
(pl) in the base population, pl = 1/nl, where nl is the number of distinct alleles at
locus l observed in the current population, which is often referred to as allelic
diversity (ADl) (FERNANDEZ et al., 2005). Consequently, the probability that alleles
are AIS equals sl = ∑ n pl2 = 1/nl. Estimates for UCS were obtained by substituting
sl = 1/nl into Equation 3, and multiplying by a factor of two, giving
l

rˆxy =

2 L S xy ,l − 1/ nl
∑
L l =1 1 − 1/ nl

(5)

The assumption that sl = 1/nl ignores differences in allele frequencies among loci,
and consequently does not necessarily satisfy the condition that expected
coancestry of a pair of individuals is equal at all loci. However, it is simple to apply
and may turn out to be robust.
Weighted Corrected Similarity (WCS): Allele frequencies vary among loci.
Consequently, different loci contribute differently to the estimated relatedness, and
the variance of observed similarity around its expectation (Equation 2a) varies
among loci. The WCS estimator uses weights (wl) to optimize the impact of loci on
estimated relatedness,
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rˆxy =

2
W

S xy ,l − sˆl

L

∑w

l

l =1

(6)

1 − sˆl

where W is the sum of weights wl over all loci and sˆl = 1 / nl . When variance of an
estimator varies among observations, using reciprocals of the variance as weights
minimizes the mean squared error of the estimate (LYNCH and RITLAND, 1999;
EDING and MEUWISSEN, 2001). The variance of estimated coancestry is
proportional to Var ( S xy ,l ) /(1 − sl ) 2 (Equation 3). An exact expression for Var(Sxy,l)
follows from the probabilities of occurrence of each similarity value, and is given
in the Appendix. A simple approximation for Var(Sxy,l) is obtained by assuming
that Iac through Ibd in Equation 1 are mutually independent, in which case
Var(Sxy,l) is proportional to Var(I..) and we can use Var(I) to obtain weights. Since
I.. is binomial, the reciprocal of weight wl for locus l having nl alleles equals:
wl−1 =

var(I xy ,l )
(1 − sˆl )

2

nl

nl

i =1

i =1
2

∑ pˆ i2 (1 − ∑ pˆ i2 )
=

(1 − sˆl )

,

(7)

where p̂i is the estimated allele frequency of allele i at locus l in the current
population. Preliminary results showed that differences between exact or
approximate weights were negligible. Values presented in RESULTS, therefore, are
obtained using approximate weights (Equation 7), which are much simpler than
exact weights.
Weighted Equal Drift Similarity (WEDS): The UCS and WCS estimators use
the number of distinct alleles to estimate sl for each locus, which does not fully
guarantee that coancestry between a pair of individuals is equal at all loci. The
WEDS estimator solves this problem by calculating sl so that the increase in
coancestry since the base population is equal at all loci. The WEDS estimator
starts by setting sl = 0 for the locus having the lowest expected similarity (Smin)
given its allele frequencies, S min = min( ∑ n pˆ n2 ) , where n is number of alleles. This
defines the base population such that estimated sl will be non-negative for all loci.
The next step is to calculate sl at other loci as the expected similarity at those loci,
corrected with the same amount Smin of coancestry. It follows from Equation 2b,
that for all loci
sˆl

∑
=

nl

pˆ i2 − S min

1 − S min

.

(8)

Finally, coancestries are estimated using Equations 6 and 7.
Weighted Log-linear Model (WLM): EDING and MEUWISSEN (2003) estimated
average coancestries within and between populations, by using the logarithm of
Equation 2b, which yields a linear model. Here we applied their approach on the
individual level. In contrast to the previous estimators, this procedure obtains r̂xy
and ŝl simultaneously. However, the WLM estimator required substantial
computing time and yielded poor results (not presented), which seemed to
originate from the log-transformation when Sxy,l equaled one.
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Category 2: Estimators based on twotwo-gene and fourfour-gene coefficients
coefficients of identity:
The second category of estimators is based on the relationship between relatedness
and two-gene and four-gene coefficients of identity in ‘non-inbred’ populations
(LYNCH and RITLAND, 1999),
rxy =

φ xy
2

(12)

+ ∆ xy

where φxy is the probability that, at a certain locus, a single allele in individual x
is IBD to a single allele in individual y, and ∆ is the probability that both alleles in
individual x are IBD to both alleles in individual y (φ and ∆ are denoted ∆8 and ∆7
in LYNCH and WALSH, 1998). In the following, we summarize the estimators of
LYNCH and RITLAND (1999) and WANG (2002), which are based on Equation 12.
Beware of a typo in LYNCH and RITLAND (1999) and WANG (2002), which reads φ
=0.25 instead of φ =0.5 for half sibs (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996).
Lynch & Ritland (L&R): LYNCH and RITLAND (1999) proposed an asymmetrical
estimator that is now commonly used. Their estimator is based on regression of
genotype probabilities of the one individual on the genotype of the other
individual of a pair. A symmetrical multilocus estimator is obtained as the
weighted arithmetic mean over loci, taking the average of the reciprocal
multilocus estimates,
rˆxy =

1
2W x

L

∑ wx,l rˆxy ,l +
l =1

1
2W y

L

∑w

rˆ

y ,l yx ,l

(13)

l =1

The locus specific estimator rˆxy ,l has as denominator (1 + I ab )( p a + pb ) − 4 p a pb , where
pa is the frequency of allele a at locus l and, as in Equation 1, Iab equals one when
alleles a and b of individual x are identical, and zero otherwise. Consequently, a
division by zero occurs when pa = pb = 0.5 and Iab = 0, and the L&R estimator
performs poor at biallelic loci due to rounding errors at allele frequencies close to
0.5. We solved this problem by combining the product w x.l rˆxy ,l in Equation 13 into
a single term, yielding the following estimator
rˆxy =

1
2W x

1
+
2W y

L

∑
l =1
L

∑
l =1

pb ( I ac + I ad ) + p a ( I bc + I bd ) − 4 p a pb
2 p a pb
p d ( I ac + I bc ) + p c ( I ad + I bd ) − 4 p c p d
2 pc pd

(14)

where Wx and Wy are the sums of all weighting factors wx,l and wy,l, respectively.
(See LYNCH and RITLAND 1999 for details). Following TORO et al. (2002), we used
estimated allele frequencies in Equation 14.
Wang (2002): Using Equation 12, WANG (2002) developed an estimator that
takes into account the uncertainty of estimated allele frequencies. Briefly, the
approach of Wang consists of the following. First, for a single locus, joint
probabilities of observing a pair of genotypes are expressed as a function of φ and
∆. Subsequently, resulting expressions are solved for φ and ∆, by treating genotype
probabilities as known observations. Next, solutions for φ and ∆ are substituted
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into Equation 12, giving an estimate for rxy,l. Finally, a multilocus estimate is
obtained by using weighted least squares, where weights are obtained assuming
that φ and ∆ are equal to zero. Further details are in (WANG, 2002). We
implemented Wang’s estimator using his Fortran code available at
http://www.zoo.cam.ac.uk/ioz/software.htm.
Category 3: The estimator of Queller and Goodnight:
Goodnight: QUELLER and
GOODNIGHT (1989) (Q&G) developed an estimator that was originally designed
for estimating average relatedness between populations, instead of individuals.
However, it can be modified to obtain a pair-wise asymmetric estimator for
individuals, which is commonly used nowadays (LYNCH and RITLAND, 1999;
TORO et al., 2002; WANG, 2002; MILLIGAN, 2003). With Q&G, relatedness of
individual x with individual y at locus l is:
rˆxy ,l =

0.5( I ac + I ad + I bc + I bd ) − pa − pb
1 + I ab − pa − pb

(15)

A number of alternative implementations of Equation 15 are possible. We
obtained relatedness by averaging the reciprocal estimates over L loci:
L

∑ rˆxy , l + rˆyx , l
rˆxy =

l =1

2L

,

(16)

where L is the number of loci. For bi-allelic loci, Equation 15 is undefined when
individual x is heterozygous, because it results in a division by zero. The Q&G
estimator was therefore omitted with bi-allelic loci.
Simulated populations
To compare estimators, populations with several discrete generations were
simulated. The following two sections describe the standard population and five
alternatives. Table 2 summarizes population parameters.
Standard population: The standard population was panmictic, and was bred
from a base generation of 10 male and 50 female founders. Twenty marker loci
were simulated. Each locus had a random number of alleles (n), ranging from 2
through 8. At each locus, alleles were sampled with a probability of 1/n for each
allele, so that, on average, alleles at a particular locus had the same frequency in
the base generation. Alleles were co-dominant, autosomal, unlinked, neutral,
without mutation, and followed Mendelian inheritance.
Ten discrete generations of 400 individuals were bred, using random mating
and selection of 10 male and 50 female individuals as parents of the next
generation. The last generation consisted of 100 individuals, which were
genotyped for all 20 loci. Relatedness between all pairs of individuals was
estimated from the marker data, for each of the estimators described above. In
addition, relatedness between individuals was calculated from the pedigree, using
the tabular method (EMIK and TERRILL, 1949), and was considered to be the true
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value. Finally, quality of estimators was assessed by comparing estimated with
pedigree relatedness, using both statistical and diversity criteria (see below).
Alternatives: The effect of the following five variables on quality of estimators
was investigated (Table 2). (a) the number of alleles per locus in the base
generation; (b) the number of loci; (c) the average level of relatedness in the
current generation, by varying the number of generations simulated; (d) a
structured population, and (e) a limitation to the number of individuals that could
be used in a conservation program, which was either all 100 or only the genetically
most important 10 (see Diversity criterion). Alternative d was included to
investigate quality of estimators in structured populations. The structured
population had 10 male and 50 female parents until generation 5, after which it
split into two subpopulations, of which one was bred with 8 male and 40 female
parents and the other with 10 male and 50 female parents. Two final generations
of 100 individuals were simulated, and 90 individuals were sampled from one and
10 from the other population, or vice versa. Alternative (e) resembles the situation
in practice, where conservation funds are limited. For each alternative, one
parameter was varied at a time, other parameters were as in the standard
population. One hundred replicates were run per alternative, and results were
averaged over replicates.
Table 2. Simulated standard population1 and alternatives
Alternative2

alleles

loci

generations

structure3

Capacity6

2
5
2-8
10
2-18
unique

10
20
50
100

5
10
15
20

panmictic
structured A4
structured B5

100
10

(1) Values for the standard population are printed bold and underlined.
(2) Input parameters were varied one at a time, other parameters were as in the standard population.
(3) The panmictic population had 10 male and 50 female parents until generation 10. The structured population
had 10 male and 50 female parents until generation 5, after which it split into two subpopulations.
(4) Ninety individuals were sampled from the subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 10
were sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8 male and 40 female parents.
(5) Ten individuals were sampled from the subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 90 were
sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8 male and 40 female parents.
(6) Capacity denotes the number of individuals that can be conserved.

Criteria
Two types of criteria were used; (1) statistical criteria that compared estimated
with pedigree relatedness, and (2) a diversity criterion that measures the genetic
variation conserved by using an estimator in conservation strategies.
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Statistical criteria: Four statistical criteria were used: (1) the average bias, being
the difference between average estimated relatedness and average pedigree
relatedness (bias); (2) the regression coefficient of estimated relatedness on pedigree
relatedness (β1), which is a measure for bias in the estimated differences in
relatedness among pairs of individuals; (3) the regression coefficient of pedigree
relatedness on estimated relatedness (β2), which indicates whether estimated
relatedness yields an “unbiased” prediction of pedigree relatedness, which is
important in practice because conservation decisions are based on the estimates,
not on the true values; and (4) the correlation between estimated and pedigree
relatedness (ρ), which measures the proportion of the variance in pedigree
relatedness explained by the estimator. Relatedness of individuals with themselves
were excluded from the calculation of those criteria.
Diversity Criterion: Though statistical criteria are informative for the quality of
estimators, they do not directly reveal the amount of genetic diversity conserved by
using an estimator in practice. In addition to statistical criteria, therefore, we
develop a criterion that evaluates the genetic diversity conserved when selection
decisions are based on estimated relatedness.
In this section we will argue relatedness is a key factor in conservation. An
important aspect in conservation genetics is to minimize inbreeding levels and
maximize genetic diversity (BALLOU and LACY, 1995; FRANKHAM et al., 2002).
Here we interpret genetic diversity as additive genetic variance, for the following
reasons. Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of Natural selection (FISHER, 1958),
stating that the rate of increase in fitness equals the additive genetic variance of
relative fitness, shows that adaptive potential of populations should be measured
by their additive genetic variance for fitness. In random mating populations,
additive genetic variance in generation t for any trait equals
(17)
V A,t = (1 − Ft )V A, 0
where Ft is the average inbreeding level in the population in generation t,
measured relative to the base generation, and VA,0 is the additive genetic variance
in the base generation (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996). With random mating, the
inbreeding level in the next generation, Ft +1 , equals to the average coancestry of
the current population, and thus half the average relatedness of the current
population (r =2ƒ). Thus, maximizing genetic diversity and minimizing inbreeding
in generation t+1 is identical to minimizing relatedness in generation t. In
conclusion, therefore, conservation decisions within a species should aim at
minimizing the average additive genetic relatedness in that species. Consequently,
our diversity criterion measures the efficiency of estimators when the objective is to
minimize average relatedness in a group of individuals.
With random mating, average relatedness in the next generation is given by
MEUWISSEN (1997):
(18)
r = c' Ac
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where c is a vector of proportional contributions of individuals to the next
generation, so that elements of c sum to one, and A is a matrix of additive genetic
relatedness between all individuals, including relatedness of individuals with
themselves. Average relatedness among parents, and thus the inbreeding level in
the next generation, can be decreased or increased by varying the contributions of
individuals (cc). Thus average relatedness can be minimized by finding an optimum
contribution vector co that minimizes c’Ac,
Ac which is given by MEUWISSEN (1997)
and EDING et al. (2002):
co =

A −1 1
1' A −1 1

(19)

where 1 is a column vector of one’s. The matrix of additive genetic relationships
has to be estimated from marker data. The amount of genetic diversity conserved
by using estimated optimal contributions ( ĉ o ) will depend on the estimator used.
To obtain estimated optimum contributions, we substituted the matrix of pedigree
relatedness by the matrix of estimated relatedness ( Â ) in Equation 19. When
negative contributions were obtained, the most negative contribution was set to
zero and optimal contributions were recalculated, until all contributions were nonnegative. In alternative (e) the lowest contribution was set to zero and optimal
contributions were recalculated, until all contributions were non-negative or only
10 contributions were left.
We evaluated the result on two scales. On the first scale, the diversity criterion
equals the proportion of additive genetic variance conserved relative to the base
generation,
(20)
H e = 1 − 12 cˆ o ' A cˆ o
which is derived by combining equations 17 and 18. Note that, in Equation 20, A
refers to relatedness calculated from the pedigree. With random mating, He equals
expected heterozygosity in a population with estimated optimum contributions of
individuals, expressed as a proportion of heterozygosity in the base generation. On
the second scale, the diversity criterion equals the number of founders (Nge) that
would have the same average coancestry (and thus the same additive genetic
variance) as the population obtained using estimated optimum contributions.
Average coancestry among N founders equals 1/(2N), so that Nge equals
 ge =

1
cˆ o ' A cˆ o

(21)

CABALLERO and TORO (2000) referred to Nge as the number of founder genome
equivalents. Equation 21 is an expression on the scale of effective population size,
since it equals  ge = 1 /(2 f ) .
In contrast to the statistical criteria, relatedness of individuals with themselves
were included in Â , and were estimated by using y = x in the relevant expressions
for r̂xy .
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RESULTS
Comparison of estimators on the standard population:
population: Table 3 gives results for
the standard population. Average pedigree relatedness in the simulated standard
population in the 10th generation was 0.282. With ƒM and Q&G, average
estimated relatedness deviated considerably from the pedigree average, as
reflected by bias. Bias depends on the definition of the base population, which is
essentially arbitrary (see DISCUSSION). Bias, therefore, is not an important quality
criterion, and will not be presented further.
The regression of estimated on pedigree relatedness (β1) was close to one for
most estimators, except for ƒM and Q&G. Results indicate a relationship between
bias and β1, showing that β1 is underestimated when bias is positive. The ƒM
estimator performed best for the regression of pedigree on estimated relatedness
(β2), but in all cases, β2 was substantially lower than one. The correlation between
estimated and pedigree relatedness (ρ) ranged from 0.50 (Q&G) to 0.60 (L&R),
indicating that differences between estimators are relatively small. When pedigree
information was known, the use of optimum contributions maintained 3.69
founder genome equivalents (Nge). Application of the estimators maintained
between 2.82 (Q&G) and 3.33 (L&R) founder genome equivalents, which is 76%
and 90% of the maximum value obtained with known pedigree. When quality of
estimators is judged by the correlation and the number of founder genome
equivalents, the following order is obtained: L&R performs best, followed by the
group of WCS, WEDS and Wang, next comes ƒM, then UCS and finally Q&G.

Table 3. Comparison of estimators in the standard population
estimator
bias
β1
β2
ρ
He
pedigree
0
1
1
1
0.86
ƒM
0.43
0.76
0.40
0.55
0.84
UCS
-0.02
1.02
0.27
0.52
0.84
WCS
-0.08
1.04
0.32
0.57
0.84
WEDS
0.10
0.94
0.35
0.57
0.84
L&R
-0.24
1.01
0.35
0.60
0.85
Wang
-0.28
1.16
0.28
0.57
0.84
Q&G
-0.96
1.66
0.15
0.50
0.82

Nge
3.69
3.10
3.08
3.17
3.15
3.33
3.17
2.82

Results are averages of 100 replicates. Standard errors of results were 0.01 or less.
bias = estimated relatedness minus pedigree relatedness.
β1 is the regression of estimated on pedigree relatedness.
β2 is the regression of pedigree on estimated relatedness.
ρ is the correlation between estimated and pedigree relatedness.
He is the expected heterozygosity with estimated optimum contributions, Equation 19.
Nge is the number of founder genome equivalents with optimum contributions, Equation 20.
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Number of alleles: Table 4 summarizes results for different numbers of alleles
per locus. The number of distinct alleles in the current generation was reduced by
almost 90% when alleles in the base generation were unique, whereas no reduction
was observed when the base generation had only 2 alleles per locus. As expected,
the correlation between estimated and pedigree relatedness increased with the
number of alleles. Benefit of increasing the number of alleles was smaller when
there were already many alleles. On average, the correlation increased by 50%
when the number alleles increased from 2 to 5, whereas the correlation increased
by 16% when the number of alleles increased from 5 to 10. The L&R estimator
had the highest correlation for all schemes considered. WEDS, WCS and Wang
showed nearly identical correlations.
Table 4: Correlation between pedigree and estimated relatedness for
a varying number of alleles in base populations
estimator
2
2-8
5
2-18
10
120
average #
2.00
4.56
4.71
6.71
7.45
13.3
alleles left
100%
91%
94%
67%
75%
11%
ƒM
0.37
0.54
0.57
0.62
0.66
0.77
UCS
0.37
0.52
0.57
0.60
0.65
0.77
WCS
0.37
0.56
0.58
0.65
0.67
0.79
WEDS
0.38
0.57
0.59
0.65
0.67
0.79
L&R
0.41
0.63
0.65
0.71
0.73
0.81
Wang
0.35
0.57
0.58
0.65
0.67
0.79
*
Q&G
0.49
0.52
0.60
0.65
0.78
Results are averages of 100 replicates. Standard errors of results were 0.01 or less.
* Q&G is not applicable to bi-allelic loci.

It follows from Tables 3 and 4 that Q&G and UCS had poorest results, whereas
WCS and WEDS had nearly identical results. This trend was observed in all
alternatives. No further results, therefore, will be presented for UCS, Q&G and
WCS.
Number of loci: Table 5 summarizes results for schemes with different numbers
of loci. The number of loci did not affect the regression coefficient of estimated on
pedigree relatedness (β1). In contrast, the regression coefficient of pedigree on
estimated relatedness (β2) increased considerably when the number of loci
increased, but still deviated clearly from unity. The correlation increased by 30%
when going from 10 to 20 loci, by 30% when going from 20 to 50 loci, and by 14%
when going from 50 to 100 loci. The L&R-estimator showed the highest
correlation and maintained most genetic variation, whereas ƒM showed the lowest
correlation and maintained least genetic variation. WEDS performed slightly
better than Wang, but differences were small.
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Table 5. Comparison of estimators
estimators for a varying number of loci
10
loci

20
loci

50
loci

100
loci

estimator
pedigree
ƒM
WEDS
L&R
Wang
pedigree
ƒM
WEDS
L&R
Wang
pedigree
ƒM
WEDS
L&R
Wang
pedigree
ƒM
WEDS
L&R
Wang

β1

β2

ρ

1
0.76
0.92
1.04
1.15
1
0.76
0.94
1.03
1.16
1
0.75
0.95
1.02
1.16
1
0.76
0.97
1.02
1.16

1
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.17
1
0.39
0.35
0.39
0.28
1
0.68
0.58
0.60
0.46
1
0.90
0.73
0.73
0.59

1
0.42
0.44
0.49
0.43
1
0.55
0.57
0.63
0.57
1
0.72
0.74
0.78
0.73
1
0.82
0.84
0.86
0.83

Nge
3.70
2.86
2.93
3.34
2.83
3.69
3.10
3.17
3.50
3.06
3.67
3.30
3.35
3.55
3.26
3.70
3.44
3.48
3.59
3.39

Results are averages of 100 replicates. Standard errors of results were 0.01 or less.
β1 is the regression of estimated on pedigree relatedness.
β2 is the regression of pedigree on estimated relatedness.
ρ is the correlation between estimated and pedigree relatedness.
Nge is the number of FGE with optimum contributions; Equation 20.

Average level of relatedness: As expected, an increase in the number of
generations increased pedigree relatedness and decreased the number of alleles
surviving from the base to the current generation. Performance of estimators
decreased in correspondence with the decreasing number of alleles (results not
shown). Apart from an effect via the number of alleles, there was no effect of the
level of relatedness on performance of estimators.
Structured populations: Table 6 summarizes results for the structured population
for two sampling schemes. In scheme A, 90 individuals were sampled from the
subpopulation bred from 10 and 50 parents, and 10 from the subpopulation from
8 and 40 bred parents. In scheme B, the sampling of individuals was reversed.
With scheme A, average relatedness was 0.26 and average inbreeding was 0.13.
On average, correlations between estimated and pedigree relatedness had the
same level as in the standard population. When judged by the correlation,
estimators performed equally well. When judged by the number of founder
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genome equivalents, however, Wang showed poorest results and L&R highest,
indicating that ranking of estimators depends on the criterion used. With scheme
B, average relatedness was 0.38 and average inbreeding was 0.19. In contrast to
the panmictic standard population and scheme A, L&R had the lowest correlation
and lowest founder genome equivalents, whereas WEDS had the highest founder
genome equivalents.
Table 6: Comparison of estimators in structured populations
populations
structured A (a)
estimator

β1 4

β2 5

ρ6

pedigree
ƒM
WEDS
L&R
Wang

1
0.75
0.90
0.88
1.15

1
0.43
0.38
0.39
0.31

1
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.59

structured B (b)
Nge7
4.23
3.52
3.58
3.84
3.45

β1 4

β2

5

1
0.74
0.86
0.65
1.13

1
0.65
0.54
0.47
0.42

ρ6
1
0.70
0.68
0.55
0.69

Nge7
3.82
3.22
3.25
2.96
3.13

Results are averages of 200 replicates (instead of 100). Standard errors of results were 0.01 or less (except for Nge).
(a) Ninety individuals were sampled from the subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 10 were
sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8 male and 40 female parents. (b) Ten individuals were sampled from the
subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 90 were sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8
male and 40 female parents. β1 is the regression of estimated on pedigree relatedness. β2 is the regression of
pedigree on estimated relatedness. ρ is the correlation between estimated and pedigree relatedness. Nge is the
number of founder genome equivalents with optimum contributions; Equation 20. Standard errors of results were
0.02 or less.

Use in conservation: Table 7 shows the number of founder genome equivalents
conserved in sets of either 10 or all 100 individuals, having either optimal or equal
contributions of individuals, and for the panmictic standard population or a
structured population.
In the standard population, the number of founder genome equivalents
conserved using optimal contributions calculated from pedigree relatedness was
only a little higher than when using equal contributions (3.69 vs. 3.56). In standard
populations, variation in relatedness among pairs of individuals is relatively small,
and benefit of using optimum contributions is limited when the set contains all
individuals. Surprisingly, when all 100 individuals were included, the use of
optimum contributions based on estimated relatedness conserved fewer founder
genomes than equal contributions did. Hence, conservation strategies based on
estimated relatedness of limited accuracy can actually reduce the genetic variation
conserved, instead of increasing it. When sets consisted of only 10 individuals, sets
of optimum contributions always had higher founder genome equivalents than sets
with equal contributions.
In the structured population, the number of founder genome equivalents
conserved using optimal contributions calculated from pedigree relatedness was
higher than when using equal contributions with scheme A (4.23 vs. 3.85) and
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substantially higher with scheme B (3.82 vs. 2.61), indicating that optimizing
contributions is more important in structured than in standard populations When
only 10 individuals were included in the set, the use of optimal contributions
calculated from estimated relatedness always conserved more founder genomes
then the use of equal contributions. Scheme B always conserved more founder
genomes, irrespective of the number of individuals in the set, illustrating the
importance of the sampling procedure.
Differences between estimators are in agreement with results in Tables 3
through 6. The L&R-estimator performed best in the standard population,
whereas ƒM and WEDS performed best in the panmictic structured population.
Table 7: Number of founder genome equivalents
equivalents in sets of either 10 or 100 individuals, in
a panmictic or structured population
panmictic
structured A (a)
structured B (b)
Ind. in set
100
10
100
10
100
10
pedigree

3.69

3.17

4.23

3.52

3.82

3.39

3.56 (c)

2.78 (d)

3.85 (c)

2.89 (d)

2.61 (c)

2.17 (d)

ƒM

3.12

2.88

3.52

3.20

3.22

3.03

WEDS

3.17

2.90

3.58

3.21

3.25

3.02

L&R

3.51

2.91

3.84

3.13

2.96

2.62

Wang

3.07

2.87

3.45

3.18

3.13

2.97

equal

3

Results are averages of 200 replicates (instead of 100). Standard errors of results were 0.02 or less.
(a) Ninety individuals were sampled from the subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 10 were
sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8 male and 40 female parents.
(b) Ten individuals were sampled from the subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 90 were
sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8 male and 40 female parents.
(c) All 100 individuals have equal contributions to the set.
(d) 10 random individuals have equal contributions to the set.

DISCUSSION
We investigated quality of relatedness estimators in simulated populations with
many generations of pedigree. The estimators UCS and Q&G showed lowest
accuracy. Differences among ƒM, WCS, WEDS, Wang and L&R were relatively
small, and ranking of estimators depended on the population structure. In contrast
to previously published results (WANG, 2002), the L&R estimator clearly
performed better than the Wang estimator in panmictic populations. The WEDS
and ƒM estimators performed best in structured populations. The difference
between UCS and WCS show that weighting the impact of loci plays a significant
role in relatedness estimation. Average level of relatedness in the population did
not affect quality of estimators. When interest is not in conservation, but merely in
point estimates for relatedness between pairs of individuals, quality of estimators
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may be judged by the correlation between true and estimated relatedness. When
judged by the correlation, L&R performs best in panmictic populations and
WEDS, ƒM and Wang in structured populations. FERNANDEZ et al. (2005) argued
that minimizing simple molecular coancestry (ƒM) is the optimum way to
maximize diversity, which would imply that other relatedness estimators are
redundant. Our results show, however, that there is clear benefit of using more
sophisticated relatedness estimators (see e.g. L&R vs. ƒM in Table 5). In structured
populations, sets of estimated optimum contributions had in most cases more
diversity than sets of equal contributions of individuals. Surprisingly, in panmictic
populations, sets of optimum estimated contributions sometimes had less diversity
than sets with equal contributions of individuals, showing that estimates of
relatedness can be useful in conservation programs, but should be used with
caution.
L&R versus Wang: In contrast to results presented by WANG (2002), the L&Restimator performed consistently better than the Wang-estimator in panmictic
populations, irrespective of the numbers of alleles and loci. We identified three
reasons for this discrepancy. (1) We have used a modified version of the L&R
estimator which avoids the numerical rounding errors which may occur when pa =
pb = 0.5 or when estimates “blow up” when they approach this value. WANG
(2002) noted this problem, but did not correct for it. We observed that the L&Restimator improved considerably when calculating the product of relatedness and
weight in a single step (Equation 14). However, with the exception of bi-allelic loci,
L&R also performed better than Wang when relatedness and the weight were
calculated separately, indicating that this cannot be the only source of differences.
(2) WANG (2002) presented results only for close relatives of a single type at a time,
either non-relatives, full sibs or half sibs. In reality, however, pedigree relatedness
is unknown so that it is impossible to a priori distinguish between different types of
relatives. Pedigree relatedness will take many distinct values, since all real
populations have many generations of pedigree. It is not possible, therefore, to
judge performance of the Wang-estimator in general populations from results
presented in WANG (2002). In the present study, we considered populations with
general relationships and evaluated estimators by the correlation between pedigree
and estimated relatedness, without a priori distinguishing between categories of
relatives. (3) WANG (2002) observed that the L&R-estimator performed better for
“unrelated” individuals (i.e. not sibs or parent-offspring), which will be the
majority even in small populations. In contrast to current belief, therefore, we find
the L&R-estimator to be superior to the Wang-estimator in panmictic populations.
Furthermore, the L&R-estimator is substantially simpler.
Bias and base population: For most estimators, average estimated relatedness
differed substantially from average pedigree relatedness, but the difference (bias)
was unrelated to the accuracy (ρ) of estimators, illustrating that the choice of a
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base population is arbitrary in a panmictic population. Bias depends on the way
estimators define the base population or, in other words, how they divide the
average observed similarity into a proportion due to IBD vs. a proportion due to
AIS. The L&R and Wang estimators set the probability of AIS equal to the
expected homozygosity in the current population, which implicitly defines the
current generation as base population. Average estimated relatedness is therefore
close to zero for Wang and L&R, bias is negative, and many estimates are
negative. Negative estimates may seem confusing, because relatedness equals twice
the probability that alleles are IBD, which cannot be negative by definition.
However, negative estimates can easily be scaled to positive values using an
equation similar to Equation 8, which solves the interpretation problem (see also
EDING and MEUWISSEN 2003). Alternatively, relatedness may be interpreted as a
measure of additive genetic covariance between individuals, in which case below
average values indicate individuals with dissimilar breeding values.
Regression of estimated on pedigree relatedness: The regression coefficient of
estimated on pedigree relatedness (β1) is a measure of bias. Unbiasedness, i.e.
E [ rˆxy | rxy ] = rxy , requires that β1 = 1. (Note that the criterion bias refers to average
relatedness, whereas β1 refers to pairs of individuals.) There was a clear
relationship between bias and β1; positive bias was accompanied by
underestimation of β1 (Table 3). This result is due to the population genetic
relationship between absolute differences among coancestries of pairs of
individuals and the average coancestry level of a population. Equation 3 illustrates
this phenomenon. Positive bias, i.e. overestimation of sl, reduces absolute
differences between coancestries because similarities are scaled by 1−sl.
Alternatively, the relationship can be understood by considering coancestry as a
function of generation number (t); f t = 1 − (1 − ∆f ) t , which is a function starting at
zero at t = 0 and asymptoting to 1 when t → ∞ (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996).
At low values of ft the function is steep and differences in coancestries within a
generation are large, whereas at high ft the function is flat and differences are
small. Thus the relationship between bias and β1 is a direct consequence of
standard population genetic theory, and estimators that are consistent with
population genetic theory will always show this relationship.
Regression of pedigree on estimated relatedness: The regression coefficient of
pedigree on estimated relatedness (β2) may be interpreted as the reciprocal of a
usual measure of unbiasedness, i.e. E[rxy r̂ xy]= r̂ xy requires that β2 = 1. (Note that
rxy is treated as a random variable here.) In conservation practice, selection of
breeding individuals relies on estimated relatedness; pedigree relatedness is
unknown. To avoid overestimation of the genetic diversity conserved, it is
important that estimated relatedness is an “unbiased” predictor of pedigree
relatedness, which requires that β2 equals one. However, β2 = Cov(r , rˆ) / Var (rˆ) = 1
requires that σ rˆ = ρσ r , indicating that estimates should have lower variance than
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pedigree values. As a consequence, β 1 = Cov( r, rˆ) / Var ( r ) = ρσ rˆ / σ r = ρ 2 . Therefore,
when β2 equals one, β1 must equal the square of the correlation between pedigree
and estimated relatedness. Consequently, irrespective of the estimator used, β1 =
β2 = 1 can be attained only when ρ = 1, which requires data on many loci. All
estimators had values for β2 substantially lower than one (Table 3), indicating that
the amount of genetic diversity conserved will be overestimated when selecting
least related individuals based on estimated relatedness.
To investigate the effect of β2 on the number of founder genome equivalents
conserved, we rescaled relatedness estimates to obtain β2 = 1. First we derived an
empirical relationship between β2 and the amount of information, and next
regressed estimated relatedness to its mean, using predicted β2. The empirical
prediction of β2 was
(22)
βˆ 2 = 0.079 [ln(# loci ) − 1][ln(# alleles ) + 1.22 ] ,
For the WEDS estimator, Equation 22 explained 99% of the variation in β2
observed in the schemes analyzed (Table 2). We regressed relatedness estimates to
their mean using rˆxy* = rˆxy + βˆ 2( rˆxy − rˆxy ) , which was applied separately to relatedness
between individuals and to relatedness of individuals with themselves. Finally, Nge
was calculated using rˆxy* instead of r̂xy . Results showed a clear increase in Nge, in
particular in the panmictic population with a conservation capacity of 100
individuals (Table 8 vs. 7). Furthermore, as indicated by the Nge values for equal
versus estimated optimal contributions, the use of rˆxy* almost completely removed
the loss of diversity that occurred when using r̂xy with limited accuracy. Those
results show that, when conservation decisions are based on estimated relatedness,
the reverse of unbiasedness, i.e. E[rxy r̂ xy]= r̂ xy, may be more important than the
usual definition, E[ rˆxy | rxy ] = rxy . Regression of relatedness estimates to their mean
will be particularly relevant when the amount of marker information differs
between individuals, in which case individuals with little info would be selected too
often because they have higher variance of their estimates.
As expected, the correlation between pedigree and estimated relatedness was not
affected by regressing estimates to the mean. Consequently, for the purpose of
conservation, the correlation between pedigree and estimated relatedness is not
the optimal criterion for quality of an estimator, since results in Table 8 are clearly
better than those in Table 7. A criterion such as the number of founder genome
equivalents, which directly reflects the amount of diversity conserved, is to be
preferred for conservation purposes.
Though Equation 22 was obtained using the WEDS-estimator, results in Tables
3, 5 and 6 show that the relationship between β2 and the numbers of alleles and
loci is nearly identical for the L&R-estimator, and very similar for ƒM. Equation
22 is, therefore, not restricted to the WEDS-estimator, but useful in general.
Equation 22 is a simple but rather crude two-step method to regress estimates to
their mean value depending on the amount of information. A statistically more
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appropriate method is to treat relatedness as a random, instead of fixed, variable
when estimating relatedness. However, such models involve the estimation of the
variance of relatedness, which may not be trivial.
Table 8: Number of founder genome equivalents in sets of either 10 or 100 individuals,
individuals, in a
panmictic or structured population after aa-prioripriori-Beta2Beta2-correction
(a)
panmictic
structured A
structured B (b)
100
10
100
10
100
10
Ind. in set
4.23
3.52
3.82
3.39
pedigree
3.69
3.17
equal3

3.56
3.47 (11%)

2.78
2.93 (2%)

3.85
3.93 (12%)

2.89
3.24 (1%)

2.61
3.45 (7%)

2.17
3.09 (2%)

L&R

3.49 (10%)
3.58 (2%)

2.93 (1%)
2.93 (1%)

3.95 (10%)
3.93 (2%)

3.25 (1%)
3.19 (2%)

3.41 (5%)
2.89 (-2%)

3.06 (1%)
2.69 (3%)

Wang

3.45 (12%)

2.91 (1%)

3.92 (14%)

3.23 (2%)

3.36 (7%)

3.00 (1%)

ƒM
WEDS

Results are averages of 200 replicates (instead of 100). Standard errors of results were 0.02 or less. (a) Ninety
individuals were sampled from the subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 10 were sampled
from a subpopulation bred from 8 male and 40 female parents. (b) Ten individuals were sampled from the
subpopulation bred from 10 male and 50 female parents, and 90 were sampled from a subpopulation bred from 8
male and 40 female parents.

Diversity criterion with
with nonnon-random mating and selection: The diversity
criterion used in this study relates to the additive genetic variance in an unselected
random-mating population; i.e., 1−cc’Ac
Ac equals the additive genetic variance in the
sampled population, expressed as a proportion of that in the founder population,
assuming that the sampled population is generated by random mating and that
there has been no selection between the founder and current generation. Most
actual populations, however, undergo either natural or artificial selection and
show non-random mating, which raises questions about the utility and generality
of our criterion. In our opinion, however, the additive genetic variance under
random mating and no selection is a useful measure for diversity, also when the
actual population is selected or shows non-random mating. The reasoning is as
follows. By definition, the additive genetic variance is the variance of the breeding
values. In diploids, this variance is composed of two components; (1) the additive
genetic variance with Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibrium, sometimes
referred to as the genic variance (WEI et al., 1996), which depends solely on the
allele frequencies; (2) a deviation from the genic variance, that depends on the way
in which alleles at all loci are combined within individuals. This deviation is due to
non-random mating causing deviations from Hardy-Weinberg-equilibrium, and
mutation, selection and drift causing linkage disequilibrium. Part of the total
linkage disequilibrium is generated by selection in the short term, and is not
related directly to linkage, but occurs between any two loci affecting the selected
trait. It is, therefore, also known as gametic-phase disequilibrium (BULMER, 1971).
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In principle, deviations from Hardy-Weinberg and gametic-phase equilibrium
are transient, in contrast to changes in allele frequency and linkage disequilibrium
due to tight linkage. With two sexes, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is restored in
two generations of random mating. Positive deviations from HW-equilibrium, e.g.,
due to obligatory selfing, increase the additive genetic variance, but it is unclear
what value to attribute to such additional variance, since utilization of it involves
between-family selection causing rapid loss of diversity. Furthermore, when
selection ceases, the gametic phase disequilibrium asymptotes quickly to zero
(BULMER, 1971). Though natural selection will never cease, it probably generates
little gametic-phase disequilibrium because components of fitness have low
heritability. Hence, gametic-phase disequilibrium is mainly a phenomenon of
artificial selection. Thus, in the long run, it is mainly the genic variance that
represents true genetic diversity originating from the allelic variety. Transient
components of the additive genetic variance should not be included in a diversity
criterion. In our opinion, therefore, a diversity criterion based on additive genetic
variance in an idealized population is still useful when real populations deviate
from that situation.
Population Structure: Populations in need of conservation predominantly have
fragmented structures. In agriculture, species are generally composed of breeds
and relatedness within breeds is much higher than between breeds. Within rare
breeds, fragmentation (over different countries for example) is common as well
(FAO, 2000). This is logical because many domestic species are kept in herds and
breeding programs are often organized nationally. Similarly, populations in zoos
frequently descend of groups from founders derived from different locations (see
EAZA in Situ Conservation Database: www.eaza.net). Furthermore, humaninduced habitat loss and fragmentation are recognized as the primary causes of
loss of biodiversity (BALLOU and LACY, 1995; FRANKHAM et al., 2002). Hence,
structured populations are the rule; panmictic populations the exception.
Results of the structured population with scheme B in Table 6 and results of
TORO et al. (2002) indicate that estimators based on two- and four-gene
coefficients of identity are sensitive to the population structure . This result is
probably because the basic relationship underlying those estimators (Equation 12)
is valid only in the absence of inbreeding. For example, the maximum value for
relatedness in Equation 12 equals one, whereas in ‘inbred’ populations, relatedness
of an individual with itself equals 1+F, which has a maximum of two.
Furthermore, in the derivation in WANG (2002), the genotype pairs AiAi-AiAi and
AiAj-AiAj are grouped into a single category that has a similarity value of one
(according to the definition in WANG 2002), which is correct based on Equation
12. For example, in the hypothetical situation that founder alleles are unique, both
genotypes have φ = 0, ∆ = 1 and r = 1. However, from a population genetic point
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of view, those genotype pairs are clearly different; AiAi-AiAi has ƒ= 1 and r = 2,
whereas AiAj-AiAj has ƒ= ½ and r = 1.
When noting that the basic equation underlying the L&R and the Wangestimator is invalid with inbreeding, the good performance of those estimators in
‘inbred’ panmictic populations seem surprising as first. However, as argued above,
the definition of a base population is arbitrary with a panmictic population.
Occurrence of inbreeding, therefore, does not present a problem with random
mating, because inbreeding coefficients can be shifted to approximately zero by
redefining the base population. The L&R and Wang-estimators “remove”
inbreeding by determining the probability that alleles are AIS based on observed
allele frequencies, which defines the base population to be equal to the current
population. The same would happen if sl in Equation (3) would be set on the
currently expected homozygosity, as in RITLAND (1996). In a structured
population, however, removing inbreeding by using the current population as base
population causes negative (true) coancestries between individuals in different
subpopulations, which is theoretically incorrect. In structured populations,
therefore, inbreeding cannot be removed by shifting the base population. We
believe that the inability to fully remove inbreeding is the basis of the poor
performance of the L&R-estimator in scheme B of the structured population. The
high number of founder genome equivalents of L&R with scheme A in Table 7, is
probably because scheme A resembles a panmictic population, since the low
number of sampled individuals from the high drift population are in balance with
low contribution in diversity of this sample. The β2 correction hardly improves
founder genome equivalents for L&R, whereas it improves all other estimators
(Table 8).
Our results show that benefits of using relatedness estimates in conservation
programs is substantially larger in structured than in panmictic populations
(Table 7; FERNANDEZ et al. 2005). What is needed in practice, therefore, is an
estimator that can be applied to general populations. The WEDS-estimator is
based on: (1) the relationship between relatedness and coancestry (r = 2ƒ), and (2)
the relationship between molecular similarity and coancestry (Equation 2a). Both
relationships are valid irrespective of the population structure (LYNCH, 1988;
FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996), and provide the theoretical basis for an estimator
of both within and between population relatedness (EDING and MEUWISSEN,
2001).
We obtained the WEDS-estimator using a simple statistical approach, in which
expected similarity was equated to observed similarity (Equation 3). Good results
of the L&R-estimator in panmictic populations indicate that estimators can be
improved by using a more advanced statistical approach, such as conditional
probabilities of observing genotypes, rather than similarity values. Hence, a
promising approach to develop an estimator that performs better in both
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panmictic and structured populations is to follow the statistical approach of
LYNCH and RITLAND (1999), but using r = 2ƒ and the similarity definition of
Equation 1 as starting point (see also TORO et al. 2002).
Use in conservation practice: Benefit of optimal contributions based on
relatedness estimators in conservation programs depends on the population
structure and on the breeding capacity available for conservation, e.g. expressed as
the size of a population that can be conserved (N). The use of optimal
contributions based on relatedness estimates that are regressed to their mean,
always maintains more diversity than applying equal contributions (Table 8), when
populations are structured, which is common for populations in need of
conservation. Even when they are panmictic and there is a limited breeding
capacity (e.g. N = 10), optimal contributions based on relatedness estimates are
beneficial. With panmictic populations and large capacity, it is equally good or
better to use equal instead of optimal contributions (Table 8, N = 100), though this
is seldom the case in conservation.
When using Equation 22 to regress estimates to their mean value, ƒM and
WEDS are overall the best estimators. They are robust with respect to population
structure, which is important when it is unknown whether the population is truly
panmictic.
More information and partial Fortran code can be found on:
http://www.geneticdiversity.net/estimators.html
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General Discussion

Chapter 6

This thesis has investigated the possibilities to increase or maintain genetic
diversity within small animal populations. The focus has been on genetic diversity
saved by conservation measures when the observed kinship, obtained from
pedigree or molecular markers, deviates from true kinship. This thesis describes
the relative loss of genetic diversity due to these deviations from true kinship (when
true genealogy was known; Chapter 2, 3, 5) and possibilities for correction of
detected or predicted deviations (Chapter 4, 5).
Both panmictic and structured populations were analyzed. Panmictic
populations often serve as a model in theoretical and simulation studies. This
Chapter, however, will mainly discuss small populations in captivity that are in
need of conservation considering livestock breeds as well as wild (sub-)species, for
example present in zoos. Populations like these often have three characteristics
that increase genetic drift: fluctuating populations sizes; few founders that initiated
the captive breeding population (RUDNICK and LACY, 2008); unequal
contributions of parents to subsequent generations (FRANKHAM et al., 2002).
Furthermore, these populations have a recent history in studbook formation and
are often fragmented. Implications of previous chapters will be discussed for this
type of populations, which will hereafter be referred to as ‘small captive
populations’. This chapter discusses: the meaning of founders for this type of
populations; some practical examples of the populations in study; the influence of
pedigree errors is discussed; conservation by means of selection; and finally
biodiversity loss and its relation to collapses of civilizations.
BASE POPULATION, FOUNDERS AND FOUNDER GENOME EQUIVALENTS
When pedigrees are considered, the base population consists of founders (see
GENERAL INTRODUCTION). The definition of the base population when kinship is
calculated from molecular markers is discussed in Chapter 1 and 5. In both cases
the definition of a base population is arbitrary since evolution of populations is an
ongoing process. With a constant size, large populations establish a balance
between selection, mutation and drift. In larger populations, especially when
breeding is random (panmixia or in other words the population is not structured),
the base population primarily facilitates our understanding of populations, enable
estimation of kinship and estimation of heritability. In contrast, small captive
populations often have few founders in comparison with the current population
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size. Furthermore, small captive populations often have a high variance of
reproductive success among parents, compared to panmictic populations, which
most likely increases loss of diversity. Due to this loss and the small population
size, the effect of mutations are negligible, and thus small captive populations will
usually not obtain higher levels of genetic diversity than was present in founders.
In addition, the selection pressure for small captive populations of wild species will
strongly differ from their wild habitat. Hence, a balance between selection,
mutation and drift is not expected. Thus in contrast to panmictic populations,
founders are biological relevant in small captive populations. Therefore, the
founders are an obvious choice as base population and genetic diversity relative to
those founders is meaningful.
Founders are assumed unrelated by definition. In practice, founders are animals
from the wild or thought to have no close relation with the other founders. This
assumption might hold not in practice. For example, when an entire litter is
introduced from the wild, their father and mother should be registered as founders
and not the newborns. Also in other cases is likely that some founders are more
related to each other than to other founders. Therefore, the influence of kinship
among founders on conservation strategies is relevant. RUDNICK and LACY (2008)
investigated the influence of unknown kinship among founders on expected
heterozygosity maintained. When true kinship was known the expected
heterozygosity maintained by breeding was at most a 2% higher than for cases that
true kinship of founders was not known. To maintain genetic diversity, RUDNICK
and LACY (2008) applied a conservation strategy based on mean kinship. Optimal
contribution selection is more ‘sensitive’ to variation in kinships among
individuals. On the other hand, founders are often found many generations back,
so that their contributions are often already fixed in the current population.
Overall, founders are a reliable starting point for judging genetic variation in small
captive populations, though possible relatedness among founders should be taken
into account when optimal contribution selection is applied in initial generations
after first founders.
Hence it is meaningful to compare genetic variation of the small captive
populations with its founders (the base population). In this research genetic
diversity (Nmk), potential (genetic) diversity (NOC), and allelic diversity (NAD) are
expressed on the scale of founder genome equivalents (see GENERAL
INTRODUCTION). Unlike measures as average mean kinship or the average or rate
of inbreeding, founder genome equivalents gives direct insight in the actual loss of
variation in relation to the original diversity of founders (CABALLERO and TORO,
2000). Furthermore, genetic diversity of the base population itself is equal to the
number of founders in the base population. Hence, genetic diversity can never be
higher than the number of founders. EDING et al. (2002) and EDING and
MEUWISSEN (2003) used the scale of founder genome equivalents for a different
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reason. They investigated the contribution of individual breeds to the overall
genetic variation of selected set of breeds for conservation in chicken and cows.
They found that absolute values of genetic variation contributed by individual
breeds were rather small, while the losses expressed in founder genome equivalents
were substantially larger, when certain breeds were removed from the complete
set. They also found that ranking of breeds was not affected by a change of scale,
which is easy to explain mathematically (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: Table 1).
The same result was found when kinship estimators were evaluated (Chapter 5)
and influence of pedigree errors was investigated (Chapter 3 and 4). Another
reason for the scale of founder genome equivalents is that allelic diversity is linked
to the number of alleles still surviving in the present population, which itself is
related to limits of selection on the long term. Finally, a scale like founder genome
equivalents is better comprehensible because they are natural numbers rather than
proportions or frequencies (HOFFRAGE et al., 2000). Note that effective population
size (Ne; GENERAL INTRODUCTION: Table 1), is expressed on a similar scale, but
relative to the previous generation. An effective population size can therefore be
infinitive or even negative, while genetic diversity (and potential and allelic
diversity) always ranges between 0.5 (a completely inbred strain) and the
population size (when all individuals are founders).
CONSERVATION, PEDIGREE ERRORS AND POPULATON STRUCTURE
Most small captive populations have pedigree records. When pedigrees are
reliable, this information is an obvious choice for conservation schemes. However,
pedigrees often contain errors. Species coordinators warned that recorded
pedigrees do not always represent the true situation (Chapter 4). Also within
domestic species, the recorded pedigree can contain errors (Chapter 3: Table 1).
This thesis investigated influence of pedigree errors on conservation of genetic
diversity (Chapter 3) and investigated options to correct for unknown parents
(Chapter 4).
There are two types of pedigrees errors: (1) unknown (missing) parentage; (2)
undetected wrong parentage. Chapter 3 is consistent with Chapter 4 about how
to deal with unknown parents: kinship based on pedigree with unknown parent
information should always be corrected. Otherwise, conservation methods will
select predominantly animals that descend from unknown parents, since they
appear unrelated while they are not. However, Chapter 3 seems inconsistent with
Chapter 4 on when and how to act upon undetected wrong parentage.
Chapter 3 concludes from simulated panmictic populations, that a strategy
similar to equal contributions is likely to preserve more genetic diversity than
optimal contribution selection, in the case that the percentage of wrong parentage
exceeds 35%. With increasing percentage of wrong parents, the increase of genetic
diversity due to optimal contribution selection is strongly hampered. BAUMUNG
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and SÖLKNER (2003) suggested that under non-panmictic schemes, the demand on
quality of pedigree records even increases. However, Chapter 4 concludes that
optimal contribution selection would increase genetic diversity, despite pedigree
errors even with uncorrected unknown parents. This conclusion is illustrated by
the diversity saved by C1-correction, a correction method that assigns parents
randomly for animals that have unknown parents. These random assigned parents
were often the ‘wrong’ parents. Hence, the C1-correction acts like a simulated
wrong parentage test. For example, the diversity saved with these ‘simulated
pedigree errors’ in African wild dog was still 0.9 on average. In Chapter 3 the
diversity saved was only 0.62 (Figure 2). There are two factors causing these
differences between Chapter 3 and 4. (1) The three zoo-populations had relative
less unknown parents during the last generations, while error probabilities in
Chapter 3 were equal in every generation. This factor is probably less influential.
(2) Chapter 4 also shows that potential diversity is almost twice the genetic
diversity for the three zoo populations under study. The difference between
genetic diversity and potential diversity in Chapter 3 was very low, due to
panmixia. Thus, in small captive populations the gain due to the difference
between actual and potential genetic diversity outpaces the loss due to undetected
wrong parentage. A similar conclusion was drawn in Chapter 5, which
investigated possibilities to increase genetic diversity with the aid of molecular
markers in both panmictic and structured populations. In conclusion, despite
wrong parentage decreases feasibility to maximize genetic diversity, it is still
beneficial to apply optimal contribution selection in small captive populations,
because they are structured.
DIVERSITY MEASURES AND POPULATION STRUCTURE
The rate of inbreeding is regarded as a good diversity measure and is often used
within population genetics (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996; LYNCH and WALSH,
1997). The paragraph above shows that the population structure affects diversity
measures. The rate of inbreeding might behave different in panmictic and
structured populations. For this reason, small captive populations were analyzed
throughout their population history for demographic parameters and diversity
measures as described in Chapter 1.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the European zoo population history of the giraffe
(Giraffa camelopardalis) and the African wild dog (Lycaon pictus); black-footed cat
(Felis nigripes), as described in Chapter 4. Figures 4 and 5 show the global
population history of the red panda (Ailurus fulgens) and the cheetah (Acinonyx
jubatus). Data of cheetah was obtained from the International Studbook Keeper
(MARKER, 2008). A maximal life expectancy was estimated for males and females
separately from the interval between date of birth of parents and progeny. If date
of death was not recorded, it was estimated by this life expectancy. All animals
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known or predicted to be alive in the final year were regarded as the ‘currentpopulation’. Each year, these five populations were monitored for diversity
measures as described in Chapter 2, except that all measures were corrected for
unknown parents. Before diversity measures were calculated, kinship was
corrected by Average of Probable Parent-correction (see Chapter 4: the P3
correction). The number of distinct alleles necessary for calculation of allelic
diversity (NAD) was corrected in similar way as kinship; if parents were unknown,
alleles were inherited at random from one of the probable parents. Figures 1 to 5
show, in general, a similar pattern. All populations initially increased in population
size and have founders introduced throughout time. Every founder introduction
increases the allelic diversity (NAD) and the potential diversity (NOC) by one. Note
that allelic and potential diversity is also lost most years due to death of animals.
Therefore, a founder introduction does not necessarily lead to an increase of allelic
and potential diversity. Potential diversity and genetic diversity (Nmk) start at
similar levels. All five populations show that founder introductions increase
potential diversity much more than genetic diversity (Nmk). Note that an increase
of genetic diversity is not only caused by founders, but also by preferential
breeding of other genetically important animals. The allelic diversity of the current
population of all five populations is much lower than the number of founders
introduced over time. This means that a significant part of (unique) founder alleles
was lost.
Some differences among populations are noteworthy. The population size of
giraffe is largest of the three European populations, and shows a gradual growth
towards about 900 animals today. During the sixties and the seventies, many
founders were introduced, increasing both NAD and NOC to a peak over 250 in
1970. Thereafter NAD and NOC show a strong decline, while the difference
between NAD and NOC increased. African wild dog show a similar peak in 1987
and even a stronger decline thereafter, again with an increasing difference
between NAD and NOC. The black-footed cat population fluctuated in its level of
NAD and NOC, while genetic diversity steadily increased. In contrast with the other
two populations, the difference between NAD and NOC hardly increased. The
black-footed cat is the smallest population. However, potential and genetic
diversity were higher than expected by its population size. Figure 4 represents the
global captive red panda population. Today there are about 500 Red panda’s
living in captivity, which is even lower than all giraffes living in Europe. Red
panda is less popular in zoos and can only be held in pairs, which explains this
small population size. The genetic diversity of the current population is less than
20 and can only be increased to NOC = 37. NAD and NOC can only be increased by
introduction of new founders from the wild. In the wild, however, there are less
than 1000 individuals and the population is declining according to IUCN Red
List. This indicates that the wild population will (soon) no longer serve as a source
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for genetic diversity. The global cheetah population is the larger than the global
captive Red panda population. Captive breeding started in the 60s and the
population gradually increased to about 1600. The steep decline in 1981 in
Figure 5 is a consequence of starting date of death recording, which is generally
earlier than the maximal life expectancy that is used when dates of death were
missing. The cheetah population shows the largest difference between genetic and
potential diversity. The genetic diversity of 60 and can be increased six times, since
potential diversity is 366. This large difference is likely due to the high number of
founder introductions. This might also indicate that cheetah will soon lose
potential diversity.
Average inbreeding ( F ) cannot be expressed in founder genome equivalents and
should therefore be compared with average mean kinship ( mk ). All populations
start with zero average inbreeding by definition. After a few years inbreeding
roughly follows average mean kinship, except for giraffe, where average
inbreeding continuously increased more than with average mean kinship. This is
due to formation of ‘subpopulations’, because breeding of giraffe is only permitted
within subspecies.
Throughout their population history, all small captive populations under study,
including the Icelandic Sheepdog population (Chapter 2), show a significant
difference between the genetic and potential diversity. Simultaneously, the rate of
inbreeding (∆F ) and rate of kinship (∆ƒ) for all populations fluctuate around zero
(or slightly higher) in a very similar pattern. When populations are evaluated from
rates of inbreeding, conservationist could draw the conclusion that populations
show a reasonable pattern for inbreeding. From previous measures, however, we
can conclude that there has been a significant loss of diversity for all populations
and that genetic diversity was substantially lower than potential diversity. In other
words, the zoo populations did not ‘benefit’ from the potential diversity introduced
by founders and maintained in their offspring. This loss of diversity is undetected
by the rates of inbreeding (and thus effective population size, see Chapter 1,
Table 1). In conclusion, averages or rates of inbreeding or kinship do not reflect
either loss or gain of potential diversity in small captive populations.
SELECTION FOR CONSERVATION BASED ON PEDIGREES
The best conservation strategy is to maximize genetic diversity and thus to
minimize average mean kinship. Apparently, the difference between genetic and
potential diversity in small captive populations is large. A specific breeding scheme
is needed to reach potential diversity. Animal breeding comprises two parts: (1)
selection of animals and (2) mating of animals. Selection determines which alleles
will be inherited to future generations. Mating only determines how alleles will be
combined. Hence, selection is more important than mating. Therefore, this thesis
mainly investigated selection strategies, in particular behavior of optimal
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contribution selection. The second selection strategy that is relevant for
conservation is mean kinship and was studied in Chapter 2.
Mean kinship as a conservation strategy
FRANKHAM et al. (2002) states that minimizing kinship involves selection of
individuals with the lowest relationship in the population to be parents of the
subsequent generation. This is expressed by the mean kinship of the animal. Mean
kinship is simply the kinship of that animal with the entire population (including
itself). The mean kinships per animal are relative to the current population
(BALLOU and LACY, 1995). Animals with low mean kinship are identified as
genetically important individuals. Mean kinship is widely used as a conservation
method within zoos (RUDNICK and LACY, 2008). For example, mean kinship was
applied to manage genetic diversity of the captive black-footed ferret population
before successful reintroduction in the wild (WISELY et al., 2008).
However, the mean kinship per animal does not indicate the number of
offspring one animal should have, nor whether an animal should be selected (see
also Chapter 2). This is due to two reasons: (1) the current generation will differ
from the next generation, and (2) the mean kinship level does not show in what
way an animal is related to the population. A higher mean kinship can be achieved
by either a moderate relationship to the entire population or a very high
relationship to a large part of the population. Thus, mean kinship per se, does not
optimize genetic diversity (see also Chapter 2). BALLOU and LACY (1995) and
RUDNICK and LACY (2008) overcome this problem by an iteration that excludes
the animal with the highest mean kinship and recalculates mean kinships to find
the next animal with highest mean kinship. Though this algorithm might
approach an optimal solution, the optimum is not calculated directly.
Optimal Contribution Selection as a conservation strategy
In contrast with mean kinship, optimal contribution selection is able to find the
minimal average mean kinship, because optimal contribution selection minimizes
the weighted kinship among candidates (available parents). Optimal contribution
selection is an algorithm that selects parents for the next generation plus their
contribution towards the next generation (in the number of progeny) in a way that
average mean kinship among selected parents is minimized. The method uses the
actual kinships instead of averages. Optimal contribution selection is directly
applicable as a selection tool, when the goal is to minimize average mean kinship.
This is an advantage compared to mean kinship. For example, a newly introduced
founder will have a mean kinship of 1/N, where N is the number of animals of the
current population. In order to minimize average mean kinship, this low mean
kinship needs to be translated into a high contribution. The optimal contribution
for a founder is 1/NOC, where NOC is potential diversity of the current population
including the introduced founder(s).
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WOOLLIAMS (2006) stated that optimal contribution selection is a mature
selection method. Within this thesis, optimal contribution selection was only used
to minimize kinship. But optimal contribution selection can also incorporate
genetic gain (MEUWISSEN, 1997). Constraints can be applied to make a solution
more readily applicable in practice. An example is to restrict the number of
offspring per female to a biological feasible number. Other constraints can be
added. Literature often applied optimal contribution selection to calculate
maximal genetic gain, while an arbitrary minimal kinship level is incorporated as a
constraint (MEUWISSEN, 1997; SONESSON and MEUWISSEN, 2001).
Optimal contributions can be calculated in three ways: (1) MEUWISSEN (1997)
used Lagrangian multipliers to calculate optimal contributions. This method
sometimes fails to find the true optimum, because they do not properly account for
the constraint that contributions cannot be negative (PONG-WONG and
WOOLLIAMS, 2007). (2) KINGHORN et al. (2002) introduced an ‘evolutionary
algorithm’ to calculate optimal contributions and is highly flexible, with the
disadvantage that one cannot be sure to reach the optimal solution. (3)
PONG-WONG and WOOLLIAMS (2007) stated that with semidefinite programming
the true optimum could always be found. This method is therefore preferred.
Optimal contribution selection applied for conservation in literature
predominantly incorporates the constraint of equal contributions for male and
female candidates (fertile animals of the current population). Indeed, contribution
for males is ½ and for females is ½, if only one generation is considered.
Conservation strategies, however, should focus on future generations and not only
on the next generation. With overlapping generations, contributions per gender
can easily become unequal. The following example will lead to higher male
contribution. Consider a first generation of random breeding (panmixia). If all
females of the second generation were mated with males of the first generation, the
males of the first generation will have contributed three-quarters to the third
generation. Hence, the constraint of equal contribution per gender is only
adequate in case of discrete generations, which is almost never the case for
populations in need of conservation. Thus, the constraint of equal contributions
per gender, leads to a suboptimal solution, when overlapping generations are not
taken into account.
Other strategies
There are many other strategies besides the ones that aim to minimize kinship
(BALLOU and LACY, 1995; CABALLERO and TORO, 2000). However, they are not
often used except the ones that aim to minimize rates of inbreeding (∆F; GENERAL
INTRODUCTION Table 1, seventh column). Minimizing rates of inbreeding,
however is less effective than minimizing kinship, which indirectly also minimizes
inbreeding (depending on mating strategy).
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Selection in practice
Conservation in practice is faced with constraints. Older animals will not be able
to produce progeny as long as younger animals. BALLOU and LACY (1995)
proposed kinship value which is mean kinship weighted by the expected future
reproduction per candidate. Animals that will soon be incapable of reproduction
will have lower impact on kinship values. This might solve the problem that the
mean kinship level does not show in what way an animal is related to the
population. SONESSON and MEUWISSEN (2001) incorporated age classes as a
constraint in optimal contribution calculations. They found that the algorithm
favors older animals over younger ones. NOMURA (2005) stated that despite
incorporation of constraints, the method of SONESSON and MEUWISSEN (2001) is
difficult to apply in practice. NOMURA (2005) proposed a selection method that is
similar to kinship values as described by BALLOU and LACY (1995). NOMURA
(2005) stated that this method is less optimal, however better applicable.
The selection scheme and especially the number of progeny as calculated by the
conservation strategy can indeed seldom be applied in practice. Rare breeds are
often bred by multiple breeders, which make it difficult to apply one scheme over
an entire population (see Chapter 2). Zoos have to take transport regulations and
expenses into account; and for many mammalian species, social structures cannot
be disrupted. For example, the longevity of elephants in zoos is drastically
decreased by disruption of family-ties (CLUBB et al., 2008). Every constraint that is
applied decreases genetic diversity compared with optimal contribution selection
without constraints. After application of obvious constraints, like age-classes, it is
often still not possible to breed according to these ‘sub-optimal’ contributions.
Research could evaluate loss of potential diversity due to constraints, and show
which constraint has most influence. Though potential diversity might be
impossible to achieve due to constraints, at least potential diversity should
constantly be monitored for small captive populations. Furthermore, when
influence of constraints is high, reproduction techniques (cryo-conservation) might
aid to overcome these constraints.
Previous paragraphs shows that for small captive populations, potential diversity
is often much higher than the actual genetic diversity. Ideally, breeding for
conservation of these populations should optimize genetic diversity first. This is
often not possible. Therefore, I suggest that conservation schemes should aim to
maintain the potential diversity instead of trying to maximize genetic diversity
within current generations. By maintenance of potential diversity, the genepool is
preserved (alleles will survive). Moreover, genetic diversity is possibly maximized
over future generations. Maintaining potential diversity will most likely include
mating animals that have similar ‘genetic importance’. The drawback is that
animals having similar genetic importance are often related, which increases the
risk of inbreeding depression. An algorithm is needed that can ensure potential
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diversity, while inbreeding (and thus the risk of inbreeding depression) is
minimized.
In the future, conservation might benefit from developments in genomics.
Efficiency of sequencing increases rapidly. For example, EID et al. (2008)
introduced a technique that makes sequencing possible for an entire genome in
one day for low costs. In this way, genomics will enable genotyping of large
number of molecular markers, which make estimation of kinship possible that is
more accurate than can be calculated from pedigree (GODDARD, 2008). Sampling
of tissue for DNA extraction however, will not lower in costs. Optimal
contribution selection can decrease sampling costs by selecting the most important
animals.
SOFTWARE TO ASSIST MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT OF GENETIC DIVERSITY
Software development was part of this research. Software accelerates research
enormously, since repetitive actions and errors during these actions are avoided.
Moreover, when software is programmed according to few simple rules, reusability
of computer code is facilitated. For example, naming convention like using
prefixes for each variable will facilitate to read and debug the code even for the
person who wrote it. Software developed during this project used naming
convention and meaningful names for variables.
PedCheck is a pedigree-check tool written in MS Access and some knowledge
on MS Access (or databases) is needed to work with it. With PedCheck it is
possible to monitor current potential diversity for (small captive) pedigreed
populations. After importing data, it is easy to check for loops in pedigree; male
mothers, female fathers, double IDs, etc. It calculates optimal contributions,
contributions of ancestors towards the current population, and mean kinship.
PedCheck is under development to monitor diversity measures throughout a
population history, including the potential diversity. PedCheck is programmed to
meet the needs of specific populations.
REA calculates kinship (or relatedness) from molecular markers (including
WEDS, L&R, ƒM estimators and Beta2-correction; see Chapter 5). Fortransource-code is available, together with an executable for Windows as well as scripts
for Linux. Code for Wang estimator can be found on the author personal website
(WANG, 2002).
Both REA and PedCheck can support conservation decisions and can be found
on http://www.geneticdiversity.net/ (estimators.html and pedigreetool.html).
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BIODIVERSITY LOSS AND GLOBAL CRISIS
There is often debate whether a global crisis event is currently happening or not.
Extensive comparative research on the crises has hardly been carried out.
“Collapse” and “Guns, Germs and Steel” (DIAMOND, 1997; 2005) is a strong and
valuable work and one of the few examples which examines rises and fall’s of
civilization from an ecological perspective on a global scale (YORK and MANCUS,
2007). Criticism on the idea of a global crisis is mainly based on two arguments
(KENNY, 2005): (1) New knowledge is developed and literacy increases so that
people can take advantage of it. (2) Moreover, worldwide life-expectancy is
increasing and, the proportion of the world's population living in countries where
food supplies per capita are less than 2,200 calories per day was 56 percent in the
mid-1960s, compared to below 10 percent by the 1990s. There are three problems
with these arguments. (a) The first argument implicitly declares that people that
live today are more civilized than people from the past, which is arguable. For
example, many scholars of pre-Columbian America argue that American societies
were far more “developed” than is widely recognized (MANN, 2005). (b) The
second argument implies that increased production will lead to sustainable use.
New knowledge, technology and higher production, however, can be applied both
ways: Increase (short-term) profit; or increase for the long-term survival in
reasonable quality of living for humans (sustainability). Examples of technology
that increased short term profit are numerous (like logging in Brazil). (c) The flaw
in both arguments is the implicit assumption that the process of growth and decay
is a positive and gradual continuing process. History showed that collapses most
often occurred within two decades after the peak of a civilization (DIAMOND,
2005). Thus, indicators like high production, nourishment, and high level of
education, do not predict the event of a collapse. Therefore, as long as we cannot
be sure about future sustainability, the question if there is a global crisis or if
human activities are inducing it, is irrelevant. Instead, efforts, as research, should
focus on avoiding points of no return, and on issues that were already identified as
being the uncovered signs of crises, whether global or not, like the rapid ongoing
loss of biodiversity (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION) and climate change (IPCC,
2007). Action is needed, without further research, to ensure preservation of
biodiversity and quality of life.
We are now in a stage where the problem(s) is (are) recognized and slowly we are
entering in the next stage, where the means to solve it (them) are being found. The
next stage is to solve problem(s) that lead to loss of biodiversity. Thereafter
ecosystems and habitats can be restored. Though, restoration of habitats will not
happen in the near future, unless these stages will follow each other quickly.
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Till that time three actions are required. (1) Cryoconservation is relatively cheap
to store animal tissue, semen, embryos or oocytes. For example freezing of tissue
for future cloning can be carried out with very low costs (GROENEVELD et al.,
2008). However, some living animals are needed to rebuild populations. (2)
Therefore, ex-situ preservation of species by captive breeding is also necessary. If
opportunities reoccur, it is possible to reintroduce species that were ecologically
extinct and successful reintroductions have been carried out for the California
condor, black-footed ferret, Arabian oryx and Przewalski’s horse (FRANKHAM et
al., 2002). In addition, not all reintroductions have been successful, therefore
conservation in captivity alone is not sufficient. (3) In situ conservation of ‘hotspots’
(MYERS et al., 2000): specific ecosystems need to be preserved as well, because
they contain high and specific biodiversity. Umbrella species, for example, should
be preserved in their habitat; saving the tiger in India will save its habitat and
other species within.
Solving the global crisis is complex and I only discuss the points of view
comprised by my thesis. The main message of this thesis is that loss of biodiversity
on population level (genetic diversity) is often undetected. I argue that a similar
problem occurs, at ecosystem-levels. Ecosystems provide human populations with
natural resources. Loss of natural resources is a major force behind economical
issues and eventually even genocides or war (DIAMOND, 2005). However,
literature and media mainly focus on the economical-social factors involved, and
the ecological aspect of human conflicts receives little attention. A likely reason is
that loss of natural resources is a slow process, thus the loss that caused economic
problems has often taken place during several generations. Hence, at time of
human conflicts, the final steps of destruction of natural resources are hardly
noticeable. An example is Easter Island, which is a small island in the Pacific
Ocean, which faced a collapse and complete deforestation. Easter Island became
an example of possible self-destruction of human societies. Before human
settlement, the island was covered with a forest of large palm-trees. The first
Polynesian settlers set foot on the island in the 12th century (HUNT and LIPO,
2006). About five centuries after the first settlement, Easter Island faced a collapse
accompanied by violence and cannibalism. Around the period of the collapse on
Easter Island, the last trees were logged. This event was insignificant however,
compared to the logging that had taken place for five centuries. I imagine that the
first settlers that discovered the island were unaware that they were starting the
logging that would eventually deforest the entire island and would lead to a
collapse. The people that cut down the last trees, causing a point of no return,
where probably not aware of that fact and equally unaware that there was a large
forest once. At least they both had concerns that seemed more important, since
they did not ‘detect’ the loss they were causing. This thesis will aid in detection and
preservation of biodiversity, but it is clear that more effort is needed to reverse loss
of biodiversity.
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Figure 1: History of European giraffe population
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Figure 2: History of European African wild dog population
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Figure 3: History of European blackblack-footed cat population
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Figure 4: History of global red panda
panda population
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Figure 5: History of global cheetah population
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Summary
An increasing number of breeds and (sub-)species become endangered,
predominantly because of decreasing population sizes. Small populations are at
risk because genetic drift constantly lowers genetic diversity which is not
compensated by beneficial mutations and selection. Reduction of genetic diversity
is eventually followed by higher levels of inbreeding, which can cause inbreeding
depression as well as high incidences for particular heritable recessive diseases.
Moreover, genetic diversity within populations is required for and correlated with
adaptive capacity. Hence, long term survival of small captive populations depends
on breeding management that maintain genetic diversity, especially when the
parental wild populations no longer serve as a source of population replacements,
or integrity of livestock breeds prohibits crossbreeding.
Minimizing kinship plays a central role in management and breeding decisions.
Kinship is the probability that two alleles sampled randomly, one from each
animal, are ‘identical by descent’, indicating that they descend from a common
ancestor. When pedigrees of populations are known, kinship between individuals
can be calculated from the pedigree. When pedigree data is lacking or severely
incomplete however, estimates of kinship rely on molecular markers. An important
strategy in conservation genetics is the preservation of genetic diversity by
minimizing the average mean kinship via the preferential breeding of genetically
important (distantly related) animals. This thesis uses two main conservation
strategies: (1) mean kinship of an animal is the kinship of that animal with all
individuals of the current population (including itself); and (2) optimal
contributions give each fertile animal (candidate) a specific contribution for next
generations. Optimal contributions calculate contributions per animal so that the
weighted average mean kinship among candidates is minimized.
Conservation strategies based on kinship might be less effective in practice than
expected from theory. For example, kinship can be calculated backwards to
founders or only for few generations. Moreover, pedigrees often contain animals
with unknown parents, resulting in gaps in the pedigree. Furthermore,
misidentified parents are undetected and influences conservation strategies
unnoticed. One option is to correct gaps in the pedigrees. Another option is to use
molecular markers to infer kinship, which would also solve misidentified parents.
However, even when pedigrees are complete and correct, conservation strategies
are not always possible to apply. This thesis investigates consequences of for these
problems and possible solutions.
For many populations an optimal approach cannot be applied as a breeding
strategy, because there is not one single authority that can decide which animals to
select for breeding. These populations can still increase genetic diversity with suboptimal solutions, for which an overview of genetic diversity within these
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populations is needed. Hence, individual breeders need insight in the population
structure and in how genetic diversity can be maintained. Hierarchical cluster
analysis permits the visualization of hitherto unknown structure of pedigreed
populations into separate highly related clusters. Previous research shows that the
incidences of dog-breed-specific diseases are often bound to specific clusters.
Cluster analysis has been carried out on the global Icelandic Sheepdog population,
a sheep-herding breed. Results suggest that kinship-based clustering reveals the
distribution of available genetic diversity, similar to strategies as mean kinship.
Chapter 2 also compares kinship calculated up to seven generations as had
been done in previous research, with kinship calculated including all generations.
Results differ markedly, invalidating recommendations based on previous
research. According to results, kinship should always be calculated including all
generations and thus founders. This chapter also indicates that founders are
relevant in small captive populations.
We used simulations to investigate the effect of errors in pedigrees on
minimizing kinship. Chapter 3 investigates the influence of wrong as well as
missing pedigree information on possibilities to apply optimal contribution
selection by simulating panmictic populations. Chapter 4 investigates different
ways to deal with missing pedigree information (gaps in pedigrees). Chapter 4
simulates complete pedigrees from the pedigree obtained from three zoo
populations having gaps. Hereafter, different ways to correct for gaps were applied
on the original pedigree and compared with the ‘simulated’ complete pedigree.
Conclusions on how and when to act upon undetected wrong parentage seems
inconsistent with Chapter 3 and 4. Chapter 3 concludes from simulated
panmictic populations, that a strategy similar to equal contributions is likely to
preserve more genetic diversity than optimal contribution selection would when
missing parentage is uncorrected or when wrong parentage exceeds 35%.
Chapter 4 shows that optimal contribution selection would increase genetic
diversity, despite pedigree errors even with uncorrected unknown parents. The
main factor causing the differences between Chapter 3 and 4 is that the three
zoo-populations showed potential diversity that is almost twice the genetic
diversity, while the difference between genetic diversity and potential diversity in
Chapter 3 was very low due to panmixia. Thus, in small captive populations the
gain due to the difference between actual and potential genetic diversity outpaces
the loss due to undetected wrong parentage. Chapter 3 is consistent with
Chapter 4 about how to deal with unknown parents: kinship based on pedigree
with unknown parent information should always be corrected. Otherwise,
conservation methods will predominantly select animals with unknown parents or
their offspring, because they appear unrelated while they are not. Chapter 4
shows that three factors improve correction of kinship for unknown parents: (1)
correct by using kinship instead of inbreeding; (2) taking averages of candidate
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parents instead of random assignment of one candidate parent for each unknown
parent; and (3) identify probable parents for animals having and unknown parents
and a high contribution to the current population. Correction methods that
exclude parts of genomes descending from unknown parents save less genetic
diversity, and should only be considered to minimize undesirable introgression,
while maximizing genetic diversity. Hence, it is crucial to know which animals are
founders. Therefore, pedigree registration should always include whether animals
without parents are either true founders or non-founders, however with unknown
parents.
Chapter 5 compares different kinship estimators that make use of molecular
markers and investigates their ability to preserve genetic diversity. In this chapter
new estimators were presented, based on the relationship between coancestry and
molecular similarity between individuals. Chapter 5 also makes use of simulations
that produce both panmictic and structured populations having both true pedigree
and molecular marker data. Hence, kinship estimated from molecular markers is
compared with the true kinship calculated from pedigree, using statistical criteria
and a diversity criterion that minimized kinship. Again results showed that the
population structure matters; it influences the ranking of estimators. An existing
estimator based on two-gene and four-gene coefficients of identity performs best in
panmictic populations, whereas a new estimator based on coancestry performs
best in structured populations. Number of marker alleles and loci did not affect
ranking of estimators. Statistical criteria were insufficient to evaluate estimators for
their use in conservation programs. The regression coefficient of pedigree kinship
on estimated kinship (ß2) was substantially lower than unity for all estimators,
causing overestimation of the diversity conserved. A simple correction to achieve
ß2 = 1, improves both existing and new estimators. Using kinship estimates with
correction, considerably increased diversity in structured populations, but did not
do so or even decreased diversity in panmictic populations. Hence, the population
structure is relevant for conservation.
This thesis shows that all studied captive populations under study lost most of
the genetic diversity that was still present in founders but also that populations
could still double their genetic diversity with optimal contributions. For example,
Chapter 2 shows that though the base population consisted of 36 founders,
current diversity of the Icelandic Sheepdog breed is equal to only 2.2 equally
contributing founders with no loss of founder alleles in descendants. Maximum
attainable diversity is 4.7, which is unlikely to be achieved in a non-supervised
breeding population like the Icelandic Sheepdog. The general discussion adds two
global captive breeding populations: the red panda and the cheetah, again
showing the same pattern. All small captive populations under study are clearly
structured. In contrast to panmictic populations, founders are biological relevant
in small captive populations. For these populations, therefore, the founders are an
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obvious choice as base population and genetic diversity relative to those founders
is meaningful. Based on diversity measures for populations under study, this thesis
suggests that averages or rates of inbreeding or kinship do not reflect either loss or
potential gain of genetic diversity in small captive populations. In conclusion,
small captive populations, it is highly beneficial to apply optimal contribution
selection, since they are structured. Though deviations of observed kinship from
true kinship decreases possibilities to maximize genetic diversity, this can partly be
corrected.
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SAMENVATTING
Door een groeiende wereldbevolking worden steeds meer soorten bedreigd. Als
een populatie in aantal afneemt, neemt tevens de genetische diversiteit van die
soort af. Dit leidt onvermijdelijk tot een toename van inteelt, hetgeen op zichzelf
inteelt depressie kan veroorzaken.. Nog belangrijker, zo’n soort verliest het
vermogen zich aan te passen aan veranderende omstandigheden. Dus voor het
voortbestaan op de lange termijn van diersoorten en ook huisdierrassen is het
noodzakelijk om genetische diversiteit te behouden
Het verlagen van verwantschap (kinship) tussen dieren speelt een belangrijke rol
in behoud van populaties. Verwantschap wordt gedefinieerd als de kans tussen nul
en één dat twee willekeurige gekozen allelen van twee dieren identiek zijn doordat
dat deze dieren van dezelfde voorouder afstammen. Deze verwantschap wordt
berekend met behulp van de stamboom. Als de kwaliteit hiervan niet voldoende is
kan verwantschap ook worden berekend aan de hand van moleculaire merkers.
De belangrijkste strategie voor behoud van genetische diversiteit binnen een
populatie is het minimaliseren van de gemiddelde verwantschap in de populatie
door het inzetten van genetisch belangrijke dieren in de fokkerij. In dit proefschrift
komen voornamelijk twee methoden voor: ‘geoptimaliseerde contributies’ en
‘mean kinship’ waarmee de gemiddelde verwantschap van een dier met de
populatie als geheel wordt bedoeld. Optimale contributies zijn contributies per
dier welke de gewogen gemiddelde verwantschap (inclusief verwantschap van
dieren met zichzelf) minimaliseert. Grofweg berekent optimale contributies per
dier het aantal nakomelingen dat ervoor zou zorgen dat in toekomstige generaties
de genetische diversiteit maximaal is.
Methoden die genetische diversiteit behouden zouden wel eens minder effectief
kunnen zijn in de praktijk dan wat je theoretisch zou verwachten. Als
verwantschap bijvoorbeeld wordt gebaseerd op berekeningen die niet verder
teruggaan dan zeven generaties (in plaats van tot aan de eerste voorouders ofwel
founders) kan dit invloed hebben. Bovendien kunnen er fouten in stambomen
voorkomen of zijn ze niet volledig. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de gevolgen van dit
soort fouten op het uiteindelijke behoud van genetische diversiteit. Ook werden
oplossingen onderzocht, zoals het corrigeren van missende stamboomgegevens.
In veel gevallen kunnen optimale contributies niet (direct) worden toegepast op
populaties die bedreigd zijn, omdat er niet één organisatie/persoon is die kan
beslissen over de gehele populatie. Voor veel rassen beslissen individuele fokkers
welke dieren ingezet worden. Om in deze gevallen toch diversiteit te behouden is
het van belang inzichtelijk te maken waar deze diversiteit gezocht moet worden.
Een cluster-analyse op verwantschap voorziet in dit overzicht, omdat zo’n analyse
een populatie kan onderverdelen in verwante familie groepen. Binnen dit
proefschrift is deze methode toegepast op de IJslandse Hond, een
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herdershondenras. Resultaten laten zien dat een cluster-analyse inderdaad inzicht
geeft in de populatie structuur.
Dezelfde populatie is gebruikt om een vergelijking te maken tussen
verwantschap die werd berekend op enkel zeven generaties vergeleken met een
berekening met daarin alle informatie tot aan de eerste voorouders. Volgens de
resultaten moet verwantschap altijd berekend worden tot aan de oorspronkelijk
voorouders.
Simulatie studies werden gebruikt om de invloed te onderzoeken van fouten in
stambomen, met name op het minimaliseren van de gemiddelde verwantschap. In
hoofdstuk 3 werd zowel de invloed van missende stamboomgegevens als
ongedetecteerde foutieve ouders onderzocht en wel op panmictische populaties
(populaties waar willekeurige paring wordt toegepast). In hoofdstuk 4 werden
volledige stambomen gesimuleerd vanuit bestaande stambomen van drie
dierentuin populaties. In de stambomen van deze populaties kwamen veel
onbekende ouders voor. Het is bekend dat als optimale contributies worden
toegepast zonder hier iets aan te doen, de genetisch diversiteit mogelijk zelfs terug
kan lopen, omdat dieren met onbekende ouders onverwant lijken terwijl ze dat in
feite niet zijn. Vervolgens werd gekeken naar verschillende methoden om te
corrigeren voor ‘gaten’ in deze stambomen. Drie factoren verbeterden correcties
op onbekende ouders: (1) het gebruik van verwantschap tussen mogelijke ouders in
plaats van inteelt van deze ouders; (2) het gebruik van gemiddelden in plaats van
het willekeurig aanwijzen van één ouder per onbekende ouder en (3) het
identificeren van de meest waarschijnlijke ouders voor dieren met onbekende
ouders die de grootste bijdrage hebben geleverd aan de huidige generatie. Twee
methodes corrigeerden door het uitsluiten van dieren die afstammen van
onbekende ouders. Dit had nadelige invloed op behoud van genetische diversiteit
en zou daarom alleen toegepast moeten worden als het belang van integriteit van
(onder-) soorten of raszuiverheid groter is dan het behoud van adaptief vermogen
of het vermijden van inteelt depressie. Verder is het van groot belang dat in
stamboeken goed wordt bijgehouden welke dieren de daadwerkelijke ‘founders’
(aan elkaar onverwante oorspronkelijke voorouders) zijn van de populaties.
In hoofdstuk 5 worden verschillende verwantschapschattingsmethoden
(schatters) vergeleken die moleculaire merkers gebruiken om verwantschap te
berekenen. In dit hoofdstuk worden nieuwe schatters en bestaande schatters
vergeleken in het vermogen om de diversiteit in een populatie te verhogen. In
hoofdstuk 5 worden zowel panmictische als afwijkende populatie structuren
gesimuleerd. Ook hier blijkt dat de populatie structuur invloed heeft op de
resultaten. Een bestaande schatter is beter geschikt voor panmictische populaties
terwijl een nieuwe schatter beter in staat is om diversiteit te behouden binnen
populaties die een groter verschil hebben tussen de huidige genetische diversiteit
en de potentiële genetisch diversiteit. Dit verschil tussen potentiële diversiteit en de
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huidige diversiteit van een populatie is namelijk vaak veel groter in populaties die
met uitsterven bedreigd zijn of risico lopen doordat de populatie in omvang
afneemt. Het aantal allelen had geen invloed op de volgorde in prestatie van de
schatters. Statistische criteria gaven geen goede indicatie hoe effectief verschillende
schatters waren in het behouden van genetische diversiteit. De regressie van de
werkelijke verwantschap op de geschatte verwantschap was lager dan één, hetgeen
aanduidt dat de genetische diversiteit binnen een populatie wordt overschat. Een
simpele correctie-methode die deze regressie terugbrengt tot één verbeterde de
prestaties van alle schatters.
Dit proefschrift laat zien dat alle bestudeerde populaties veel genetische
diversiteit verloren hebben, zeker ten opzichte van de oorspronkelijke voorouders
(zoals wildvang-dieren voor wilde soorten in gevangenschap). De IJslandse Hond
bijvoorbeeld beschikte over 36 ‘founders’, maar de huidige genetische diversiteit is
vergelijkbaar met die van een populatie die gestart zou worden met 2.2 founders
(zonder verlies van allelen). Met een optimaal fok beleid zou dit aantal ‘founder
genome equivalents’ verhoogd kunnen worden van 2.2 tot 4.7. In de praktijk is dit
echter niet haalbaar omdat dan alleen met specifieke honden gefokt zou moeten
worden, terwijl andere dieren helemaal niet meer gebruikt zouden moeten
worden. In de algemene discussie (General Discussion: Chapter 6) worden twee
populaties in gevangenschap toegevoegd, te weten de gehele jachtluipaarden
populatie en de kleine panda. Alle bestudeerde populaties laten zien dat er een
duidelijke populatie structuur aanwezig is die sterk afwijkt van een panmictische
populatie. Voor dit soort populaties hebben de founders (wildvang-dieren of voor
rassen, door oorspronkelijke voorouders die het ras zijn gestart) een ‘biologische’
betekenis. Er zal namelijk bijna nooit meer diversiteit aanwezig zijn in de
populatie dan aanwezig was in deze founders.
Voor bedreigde populaties zijn deze founders een logische keuze om alle
berekeningen en methoden voor behoud op te baseren. Het heeft vervolgens de
voorkeur om de genetische diversiteit van de huidige populatie te vergelijken met
de diversiteit die oorspronkelijk aanwezig was (de founders). De veelvuldig
gebruikelijke maten voor diversiteit, te weten effectieve populatie grootte en
toename van inteelt gaven niet weergeven in welke mate potentiële diversiteit
verloren gaat en lijken onvoldoende om de diversiteit in kaart te brengen van
populaties die bedreigd zijn.
Bedreigde populaties in gevangenschap kunnen veel voordeel behalen bij het
toepassen van optimale contributies, met name omdat er een groot verschil is
tussen de potentiële genetische diversiteit en de huidige genetische diversiteit. Voor
afwijkingen in de geschatte of berekende verwantschap op de werkelijke
verwantschap kan gedeeltelijk gecorrigeerd.
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